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Two Trains To Be
Removed On
*Saturday, June 21
TWO NOON TRAINS TO
BE DISCONTINUED
Two trains arriving in Ben-
ton from the north at 1:40 and
from the south at 1:58 p.m. will
be discontinued beginning June
21.
N. C. and St. L. were grant-
ed the authority to discontinue
by the Railroad Commission
despite the protests of citizens
of Benton and other towns that
will be inconvenienced by the
removal of the trains. 
•
MARSHALL COUNTY
SCHOOL NEWS
At the meeting of the Mar-
shall County Board,. of Edu-
cation. Saturday, June 7, the
following teachers were ap-
pointeth for the heist school
year:
Mrs. Jennie Moore, Palma.
Elmer Dawes, Oak Valley.
Ruby Nell Edwards, Aurora.
May Woodall. Sharpe.
Eva Hill, Sharpe.
Four more supervisors will
be added to the Veterans Farm
Training Program beginning
September 1. The following
persons were appointed to begin
work September 1, 1947.
Buel Edwards, Hardin.
Pat Wilkins, Brewers.
Vernon Walker, Sharpe.
David Inman, Calvert City.
All rural schools that do not
have transportation will begin
school Monday, August 4, arid
all other schools will begin
Monday, August 18.
The Board has consolidated
the following schools:
Pleasant Valley to Benton.dir Jackson to Brewers.
Stice to Gilbertsville.
Pleasant Grove to Sharpe.
Lone Valley to Calvert City.
Some other schools will pro-
bably be consolidated later.
Genie Trimble
Fos On Route 1
Monday, June 9
FUNERAL SERVICES
HELD WEDNESDAY AT
UNION HILL CHURCH
E. S. Barger, secretary of the
McCracken County Strawberry
Growers Association, through
which the Marshall county ship
ments are made, explained that
advances season prediction of
500 carloads actually did not
miss, as most of the 1947 crop
was shipped in cars holding
448 crates. Strawberries usual-
ly are shipped in 420 crate cars
and if that had been the case
this year the season's shipment
would have totaled 505 car-
loads.
1
pastor and his family by th I
. I
Church. Again you are
at the above hours. This invi Baptist Bible
tation is intended for the entire . . • 
'
community of Benton. A warrri
hand, shake awaits you at thci School Begins
door. Phil. 4:19. 
•
• •
FIRST D,ISTRICT RALLY
HELD IN CANDIDATE'S
I HOME COUNTY
Mr. Barger said that he had
not completed figures on the
1947 gross, but it appeared cer-
tain that it will reach, or ex-
ceed the million dollar mark.
• Hot weather brought the
shipping season to an abrupt
end. The few berries left in the
field after a few days of
sCorching sun were blistered
and Unfit for shipment.
Murray will be roped off. the
• Acording to unofficial figures storesowill be closed and bands
the 1947 price on berries ship- 
and motorcades will be a fea-
ped ranged from between $5 ture of the day. Free leminade
and $6 a crate to more than
08 a crate.
1941 CHEVROLET
STOLEN FRIDAY NIGHT
G'VILLE EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE TO MEET
FRIDAY NIGHT, JUNE 13z
The executive committee of
the Harrison Vickers Post No.
144. the American Legion of
Gilbertsville will meet Friday
night - , June 13 at eight o'clock
The members of this com-
mittee are - William Briggman.
J. W. Bullis. Jack Ledford, W.
G. Jonos and Clarence Jones. .
SCHOOL WILL CONTINUE ,
THROUGH JUNE 20 . .
_. MARSHALL COUNTY
The first Missionary Baptist TEACHERS ATTEND
Church Vacation Bible School MURRAY WORKSHOP
began Monday. June 9 with 119 .
'enrolled. Thek school has a fac-
ulty of over twenty teachers
arid is lead by he pastor, Rev.
John T. Doughe ty. .
Classes at the Bible School
corssist of Bible study, character
stories, notebook work with
manuel training for the boys: Malaria Controlhandwork for the girls and
The school is made up . of •
children of Becton -are cordial- '
Conference To IIchildren from the cradle rollto the intermediate classes. All
schc000mI.
mencemerit for the school 
At Murray State
i
ly invited to' attend the Bib!-
will be, held dn ' Friday night.
June 20. 
COLLEGE COOPERATING .
will be avaiable for everyone.
Waterfield will be accompan-
ied by members of his cam-
paign committee including Ben
Kilgore, John M. HennesseY.
Mrs. John Kesselring. Aarcin
Doran and Phillip Ardery. „
A 1941 Chevrolet belonging
to Floyd Culp of Briensburg CLEMENTS FOR GOVERNOR
•
erdson. Mt. Sterling:' Joseph W
Schneider, Covington; William
O'Connor, Jackson; Henry Clay
Stephens, Prestonburg.
Republicans - Charles B. Ne-
! ville, Park City: S. Byrd Allen
Genie Trimble died, at the Governor : Salyersville. . •
age of 58 at his home on Route Democrats - Harry Lee Wat- 
- AuditorI. Monday. June 9. He was a 
''ield4 Clinton; R. E. Lee Mur
-. '1:r-is-Ants - V. A.member of th Union 
Church of Christ.
Funeral services were held;
isients. Morganfield. 
• '-, Harr- N. Jenes, Lexngton;
at Union Hill W 
Republicans - Jesse W. Knox, 1. ell Fry-man. Germantown;
 
(Billy) 
TO VETERANS AND VOTERS
OF MARSHALL COUNTY:
The two principal candidaies
for the Democratic Nomination
for Governor are both West
Kentucky men.
We, as veterans of the 1pt.
2nd. World War's have
east our lot with congressmian
Earl C. Clements of Morgln-
field, Kentucky. because he
served smith distinction in the
army in World. War 1. He In-
t listed as a priyate and rose !to
I the rank of Captian. As service
men. we naturally feel a closer
tie to Mr. Clements. 1
Second, we believe that Mr.
Clements long experience in
County, State and Federal
Hill Government qualifies him 
bet-
e Lexington: Earle C. Cle- Louisville and Prince- for the office he seeks andD..;.,,.,,,-------------- -------
ednesday, June
11 at 3 P. M. with Bro. W. E.
Morg:•,n officiating. Burial was
made in the Edwards cemetery
with .Filbeck and Cann in
charge of arrangements.
In addition to his wife, Mrs.
Lois Trimble. he is survived
by four sons Eugene d
Trimble of Dearborn, Mich.,
Euel Trimble of Garden City,
Mich., and Loman Trimble of
Route 1: two daughters, Mrs.
Joe Canup Gard
and Mrs. Mason Birdsong, Dear-born. Mich.; two brothers, ElvisTrimble of Hardin, Ky., and
Lofton Trimble, Dearborn, Mich
and two sisters, Mrs. Don V.
Nelson and Mrs. Eva Darnell
of Route 1.
BENTON HIGH SCHOOL
BASEBALL TEAM LOSE
IN REGIONAL TOURNEY
In The Service Of Marshall County For Over Half Century
BENTON, KENTUCKY FRIDAY, JUNE 13, 1947.
_ _
Million Dollar
The Benton High School bas. Berry Season
ball team lost to Heath 2-0 '
the semi-finals of the Regional Ends- 114 Carshigh school baseball totirria-
ment held in Paducah last
week.
heath won t ..rnanicnt
and the right to represent the
first district. in the state high
school tournament.
B. L. TREVATHAN NAMED
ON MENTAL HYGIENE
ADVISORY COUNCIL
• B. L. Trevathan was com-
missioned on an . eight-man
mental hygiene advisory coun-
cil by Governor Willis Tues-
day.
The council will work with,
the newly created division of I
mental hygiene in' the State
Health Department. The divis-
ion was activated by the gover-
nor at the request of the U. S.
Public Health Service and is
charged with setting up psy-
chiatric clinical services and
developing programs to train
workers in psychology and
psychological research.
AMERICAN LEGION TO
HOLD REGULAR MEETING
MONDAY, JUNE 16
The American Legion. Post
85 of Benton, will hold its re-
gular monthly meeting at the
Legion Home Monday night,
June 16 at 8 o'clock.
All Legion members are urg-
ed to attend.
Refreshments.
BENTON BAPTIST
CHURCH TO OBSERVE
FATHER'S DAY
The Benton: Baptist Church
will observe Father's Day Sun-
day, June 15 at both the morn-
ing and evening services. The
morning theme will be "Dream-
ing" and the evening theme,
"Seeking".
All fathers are invited to at-
tend the services and 'bring
their families and sit together: it has not been found.' I
•
SHIPMENT OF BERRIES ENDS
IN BENTON MONDAY
NIGHT; RECORD CROP
The first million dollar
strawberry season in the his-
tory of the West Kentucky in-
dustry ended Monday night
with the shipment of 114 cars
from the Benton station and a
total of 484 carloads from this
district.
an Fred
 City, en Mich.,
BASEBALL BASEBALL
List Of Candidates Filing For
Kentucky State Offices
The unsponsored Benton Ju-
ior baseball team will; play
host to the Mayfield American
Legion baseball club Sunday,
June 15 at 2:30 at the city
pal*.
The Benton Juniors have
won their first two games
and lost none. Lefty Mark Hall
will be on the mound with
Brooks doing the receiving.
The admission is 10 cents
and 25 cents, which is used to
help equip the Benton team.
Candidates filing fOr Repub-
,.- n or Democratic nomination
to the major state offices in
-August 2 primary election
follow:
Frankfort; Roscre Conklin Dou-
ii-las. WillharOburg; Eldon S.
Dummit, Lerington, John Fred
Williams, Volga.
Lieutenant Governor
Democrats - Lawrence -W.
Wetherby, Anchorage:- Ch-jarles
H. Gartrell, Ashland; William
H. May, Frankfort: Pauli
Brown, Lexington: Holman
Wilson, Louisville; Rodman
Keenon, Lexington.
Republicans - Stanley
;
v-ec stolen from. his home on
Friday night. Efforts are being
made to recover the car. but
TWO SECTIONS
NUMBER_ _
BENTON BAPTIST CHURCH EAST SIDE PROMOTERS
seven to nine, will be °per{ .
house at the Benton Baptist
•Pl-iday evening, June 13th:i
Club' will meet at Mt. Carmel
Methodist Church on Monday Midnight Wednesday
The East Side Promoter's 
Ratt.ioning Of Sugar EndsTO HAVE OPEN HOUSE OLUB TO MEET ONAT PARSONAGE JUNE 13 - MONDAY, JUNE 16
Parsonage on Maple Street. Al!
members of the Church anti
all friends are cordially invited
to visit and inspect this beaui
tiful, lovely home which haS
recently been purchased for thl
saints of the Benton BaptisillSt
night, June 16. Everynoe is in-
vited.
All club members are urged
to attend as new officers' for
the club will be elected.
dially invited with your friend l •
Harry Lee Waterfield, candi
date for the Democrat'c nom
ination as Governor, w.:1 ()pert
his campaign in Murray Satu
day, June 14. The spealci4
will begin at 2 p. m.
A record First District crowd
is expected by the Callowav
countians for their native son's
opening address. The treets of
J. Sam Sternberg, Nicholasville
Republicans - Charles, D. Can-
dler, Somerset; It B. Blanken-
ship, Hartforcl: H. E. Kinser,
,Brownsylle.
1 Superintendent Of Public
lnsruction
1 Democrats - Boswell B Hod-
L•11; in, Winchester; Elbert Rhey
R. : Mills, Clinton: Roy McDonald,
W. Cadiz; M. J. Clarke, Louisville;
l Mitchell Davis, Glasgow.
W. Renublicans - Follis L. Stamp
Greeves, Louisville; Thomas
F. Manby. * LaGrange; Orville
M. Howard, Harlan; Jack Ash-
er Bingham. Pineville; Don A.
Ward, Hazard.
'Attorney General
Democrats - A. E. Funk,
Frankfort; Astor Hogg, Harlan;
Arthur T. her„ Central Cty.
Republcans - Elmer C. Ro-
berts, Campton; Leer Buckley,
Lexington; William Dixon, Wo-
oton.
Secretary Of State
Democrats - IL T. (Bub) Per
dew, Frankforerr Miss' Ora L.
Adams, Harrodsburg; T. H.
(Fatty) Holbrook, Olive Hill.
Republicans - E. E. Hughes,
Smithland; 'Mrs. Warren T.
Stone, Leitchfield.
Treasure
Democrats - George H. Love-
lace, Barlow; Mrs. Forrest G.
Fields, Olive Hill; Charles Rich-
•
4
of Jeffersontown; Rohe-'t H.
Shaver. Powderly; W. M. (Bill)
Slusher, Pineville.
Commissioner Of , Agriculture
Democrats - Woodrow Wilson
Friend, Pikeville; W. T. Forsee.
0,:venton: Harry F. Walters.
Shelbyville; Blaine Short.
Campbellsville.
Republicans - Samuel R.
Guard, Louisville; Clyde D.
Burden. Spring Lick: Frank Ir-
win, Morganfield.
Clerk Of The Court Of Appeals
Democrats - Charles K. 0'-
Connnell, Louisville.
Republicans - Pleas Jones,
Williamsburg.
State Railroad Commissioner
First District
Democrats - Ray A. Smith
and A. A. (Pont) Nelson, both
of Benton; Jesse Stone, Smiths
Grove; Paul J. Durbin, Fulton.
Republicans - Nose.
'
he will, in our opinion make
Kentucky a better Governor:
Arthur Darnall, Campaign
Manager
W. J. (Toad) Brien, Publicity
Chairman
BAZAAR SPONSORED
BY BRIENSBURG
WSCS SATURDAY
Bri
wil
he
14.
all
an
fer
ten
Bri
. missionary
FRED CHUMBLER, JR.
GRADUATES AT U. K.
An. all-time record graduat-,
itig class of 657 students, includ'
ihg Fred Chumbler, Jr. of Ben-
ton, received degrees at the
University of Kentucky's 80th.,
annual Commencement exer-
cises Tuesday night, June 6.
DR. B. V. FERGUSON
bazaar sponsored by the
nsburg Methodist W.S.C.S
be held on the court square
in Benton Saturday, Pane
omemade, cakes, pies, fr9ters
freh produce, novelties, rim
used clothing will be
for sale at the briaarr.
.e public is invited to
the bazaar held -by these
nshurg women.
BURIAL SERVICES
FOR JONES INFANT
HELD FRIDAY
TO PREACH AT MURRAY
Dr. B. V. Fergerson Pastor
EurP Mathis and Laverne
Howard of Marshall county are
among _ the teachers attending
the workshop being held at
,Murray State College.
GROCERS WARN OF
LACK OF SUGAR
BECAUSE OF 'SHIPMENTS
Sugar rationing ended at mid-
night Wednesday for household
hotel, resturants. hospitals, and
other institutions.
Sugar price controls remain
effective, however, and ration-
ing still applies to industrial
users such a bakeries and soft
drink and candy manufactur-
ers.
Even with rationing off. how,
ever, sugar won't be plentiful
here, grocers warned. They
blamed the situation on an a-
cute shortage of boxcars and
paper containers.
Secretary of Agriculture Clin-
ton P. Anderson announced
the end of sugar rationing for
house-wives and' institutions
yesterday in Wifihingtofl. all su-
gar controls are due to end on
' October 31 unless Congress de-
cides otherwise.
Anderson's action ended r'l
e
rationing of articles for 
 
ulti-
mate consumers for the first
I time since April 28, 1942. Su-
gar. last food to be removed
from rationing, was the first to
be rationed.
Yesterday's move caught Con-
gress by surprise. The House
WITH VARIOUS AGENCIES was prepared to consider a bill
to end rationing.
. The Agriculture
nounced the end
tioning at a news
In cooperation with various1
agencies and organizations a I
Malaria Control Conference will:
be held on the campus of Mur-
ray State College at 8 p. m.
Tuesday, June 17.
Secretary an-
of sugar ra-
conference.
Captain James H. Crawford Conrad L. Reeder
...,,
of .the U. S. Public Health Ser- -
Communicable Disease Cen , .
vice, District Supervisor wolf...4kes It Detroit'
Chicago', Ill., will deliver the
principle address. The lecture Sunday, June 8
will deal with malaria, the mal-
aria bearing mosquito. other in-1
sect pests, and DDT in relat-
ion to all insect control.
FUNERAL SERVICES
HELD AT WALNUT fit' 7.-X.
of the First Baptist Church of THURSDAY, JUNE 12
Fort Smith, Ark.. v.-11 preach in B. 
II 
-. NESBITT TO
the revival services at the
First Baptist Church at Mur.7 BE HERE JUNE 16
ray, Ky., June 22. for ten days
A large number from Benton! B. D. Nesbit will be in
will , be in attendance at these ton Monday,. June 16 for
services. Dr. B. B. Sawyer is I purpose of aiding and assi
the energetic young pastor. ' veterans and their depend
-
Burial services for the infant
son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Jones
were held at the New Benton
cemetery Friday, June 6 at
10 A.,24.
In addition to its parents,- the
infant is survived by grandpar-
ents, 1Vas. Lillie Jones and Mr.
and Mrs. Milton Boyd
Filbeck and Cann was in
charge of arsatigements.
•
I. •44,-
Tri - State Baseball
SUNDAY'S, SCHEDULE
PALMA AT PRLNCETON
BENTON AT MARION
HARDIN AT CALVERT CITY
AT BENTON
Benton 5, Kuttawa 1
A triple by Joe Fields in the
eighth inning propelled Ben-
Conrad L. Reeder passed a-
way Sunday.. June 8 at his
home in Detroit. He was 52
Ben- years of age and a member of
the the Walnut Grove Church of
sting Christ.
ents. Funeral services were held
; Thursday, June 12 at 3 p. m.
at Walnut Grove with Bro. Hu-
lbert Dill officiating. Burial
was made in the Hiett cemeterY
with Filbeek and Cann in.
innings he worked. He struck
out 10.
Score by innings R.H.E.
'Salem ....304 002 17X-17 16 3
Calvert . 200 000 020-4 6 2
Wallace. West Paducah. Ky.
P. Smith, Presson, G. Smith
Hall, Stringer and Hall, Doty:
Chittenden, Kagi, Stone. Cham-
pion and Crot_ze_r. Baker.
ton's Lions to a 5-1 triumph At Hardin
over a trotiblesome Kuttawa Hardin 6, Burna 5
team Sundiy afternoon. A squeeze play in the last
The blow came with two half of the 12th inning gave
men on and the score knotted Hardin a 6-5 victory over Bur- o 
_ 
Friday
at 1-all. A squdeze play and a na in a game at Hardin Sun
double by Goheen brought in day that saw the two clubs .
two more runs.
Warm Weather made the
veteran Ty Goheen practically
invensible. Ile struck out ten
men and allowed 4 hits.
Score by innings: R H E
Kuttawa ....... 000 000 100 1 4 2
Benton   000 1000 04X 5 6 2
Skellion, Marshall and Can-
non; Goheen and Culp.
AT SALEM
Salem 17;" Calvert City 4:
Salem kept right on the trail
of undefeated Benton at Salem
Sunday by pasting a good Cal-
vert City team 17-4.
Lack of control cost Calvert
pitchers a chance at the con-
test. Powell Smith, who start-
ed for the visitors, walked the
first three men to face him,
and Salem's scoring parade was
underway. George Harris and
Wilford Baker colleted three
*hits' each for Salem.
Chittenden, starting Salem
hurler, allowed but three hits
and two runs during the seven
charge of arrangements
He is survived by his wife,
Mr. Susie Reeder, Detroit; a
daughter. Miss Carmen Reeder,
Detroit; and a sister. Mrs. John
Funeral Services
For Poe Matron
committ a total of 15 errors. CALVERT, ROUTE 2
Bob Holland led the Hardin RESIDENT PASSES
hitting with 5 for 6. while Bill AWAY THURSDAY
Miller collected a home run, I
a triple, and a single and Ben' Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Poe, age
Haley gat a triple and a single.1
Score by innings:   R.H.E.
Burna .• 100 001 200 001-5 7 51
Hardin . 001 302 000 002- 6 13 10i
J Massey and V. Massey;,
Lyons, Miller and Haley, Padg-1
et.
At Palma
Palma 16, Grand Rivers 5
Palma's Redbirds coasted to
a 16-5 win over an out classed
Grand Rivers ball club at Pal-
ma Sunday afternoon.
Leading the 17-hit attack was
"Red" Culp, who collected three
straight doubles. "Cotton" Wy-
att got three, tor four, while
Charlie Pugh socked out a tri-
ple and a double.
Score by innings: R.H.E.
G. Rivers .... 010 000 400-5 9 2
Palma .... 202 334 02X-16 17 4
• Sanders, Stafford and Knott;
Knott and Barrnett, 'Minton.
6
• , .
_
;
-
AI
59, died at her home on Calvert
City., Route 2 Thursday, June
12.
Funeral services will be held
at the Community Chapel on.
Friday. June 13 at 2:30 p. m.
with Rev. Charles Farmer of-
ficiating. Burial will be made
in the Salyers cemetery with
the Linn Funeral Home in
charge of arrangements.
She is survived by her hus-
band, Gilbert Poe; a daughter,
Miss Lettie Poe; two sisters,
Mrs. R. L Grigg and Mrs. John
Bradley: and one grandchild,'
Jackie Poe,
0
Joe Holland. who has been
attending school at the Univer-
sity of Kentucky and Mrs. Hol-
land arrived Wednesday
visit with his parents,
Mrs. Burnett Holland.
-
--oissaussaawirosso,e4tE
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Waterfield To
Open Campaign
Sat. In Murray
"s. •
;•
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THE WASHINGTON SCENE 
Bi-Partisan Sessions Engender
Good Will Among Legislators
(Editor's Note: This is the last in • series of article, dealong loth new cos-
tressional committees and their chairmen.)
By WALTER A. SHEAD
WNU Washington C dent.
WASHINGTON.—Faced with the first Republican con-
gress in 16 years, President Truman has instituted a series
of bi-partisan meetings of congressional leaders during the
80th congress as a means of creating good will. The Presi-
dent's strategy has proved effective in promoting coopera-
tion between the executive and legislative branches of the
government.
At the meetings, which are an innovation of Mr. Truman's
and not called for under terms of the reorganization act, the
President gives an off-the-record* 
view of pending controversial leg-
islation. GOP congressional lead-
ers, of course, are not bound to
carry out any of the proposals dis-
cussed.
Carrying out his announced
' purpose of calling the confer-
ences at periodic intervals
whenever the White House
deemed it advisable, Mr. Tru-
man has resorted to the bi-
• partisan meetings several times
during the present congress.
This article concludes the series
or, the congressional committees,
minding up with the speaker of the
house and the majority leadel:
Public WOrks
GEORGE A. DONDERO (MICH.)
heads the public works committee
which takes over functions of the
former committees on flood control,
public buildings and grounds, rivers
and harbors and roads.
Dondero, who has been ranking
Republican on the rivers and harbors
committee, w a a
active in the de-
bate on jhe 420
million dollar riv-
ers and harbors
authorization bill
of 1946, from which
he succeeded in
eliminating the
Big Sandy river
project in Ken-
tucky and West
Dondero
Virginia and a sen-
ate increase in
funds for the Arkansas river project.
Dondero was one of five representa-
tives to introduce bills for a St. Law-
rence seaway, none of which was re-
ported by the committee.
Dondero, who is 63. has practiced
law since 1910 in Royal Oak. Mich.
He held various city offices from 1905
until 1932,. when he was elected to
congress. He also was prosecuting
attorney for Oakland county in 1918-
19.
The 17th Michigan district, which
Dondero represents, includes part of
the city of Detroit and of adjoining
Oakland county. It is heavily. indus-
trialized, and the CIO Auto Workers
-union has considerable strength.
Dondero, however, has been out-
spoken in his opposition to CIO-PAC
and to alleged Communist domina-
tion of labor unions.
Speaker of House
' JOSEPH W. MARTIN JR.
tahASS.), new speaker of the house,
has been active in Republican poli-
tics since he Was elected to the Mas-
sachusetts legislature in 1912.
A former chairman of the Repub-
aican_national committee, Mantin has
been in congress since 1924 and
ranks eighth in seniority among Re-
publicans in the house. He is 62
years old, publisher of the North
Attleboro Evening Chronicle, and
also proprietor of an insurance
company.
As minority leader in the house
since 1939. Martin has been able to
keep his party in line in opposition
to most of the administration's poli-
cies. But although six Republicans
are recorded as
voting with the
majority of their
party 100 per cent
of the time on re-
cent controversial
roll calls, Martin
sometimes h a •
split with his par-
ty and voted with
It only 85 per cent
of the time. One of
these times was
when he voted to
override the presidential veto of the
price control bill last summer. Mar-
tin also voted to override vetoes of
the Case labor bill and the bill re-
nouncing federal claims to tidewa-
teralands.
On foreign policy. Martin in recent
years has followed his colleague.
Sen. Arthur H. Vandenberg (Rep.,
Mich.), in supporting the policy of
International cooperation.. In the
early days of the Roosevelt admin-
istration, Martin went straight down
the line against New Deal meas-
ures.
An advocate of economy in govern-
ment, Martin has endorsed GOP
plans to cut personal income taxes
and to balance the budget. He op-
poses universal military training and
Martin
introduced a resolution in the last
congress in favor of the United States
taking the initiative in a move to-
wards world disarmament.
'Martin's district (the 14th Massa-
chusetts) includes Bristol county and
parts of Norfolk, Worcester and Mid-
dlesex counties in the east central
part of the state.
Organized labor has considerable
strength in the district. However,
the backing of several unions as well
as the PAC failed tc help Martin's
opponent in the 194 election. and
he continued to increase s plurality
as he has for several year
When he was ,minon eader,
Martin had no committe assigns
ment and, of course, continues to
have none as speaker.
Majority Leader
CHARLES A. HALLECK (IND.),
majority leader of house Republi-
cans, was unanimously elected to his
jab after several other candidates
withdrew in the interests of har-
mony. Halleck's candidacy for the
job previously had been endorsed
by Gov. Thomas E. Dewey of New
York.
Halleck is one of six Republicans
who voted with the majority of their
party on 100 per
cent of controver-
sial roll calls in
closing months of
the 79th congreas.
Halleck has not
been particularly
active in floor de-
bate. However, in
the 79th congress,
he spoke against
the anti - Petrillo
bill as written, al-
though he voted
for it after his own amendment was
defea tecV
Halleck was born in Jasper coun-
ty, Ind., in 1900, and has lived there
all his life. After service in World
War I he received a law degree from
Indiana university and began prac-
tice in Rensselaer, where he now
lives. He served five terms as cir-
cuit prosecuting attorney and was
elected to congress at a special elec-
tion in 1935. Halleck•s 12 years'
service makes him one of the young-
est members of the Republican lead-
ership from the point of view of
seniority.
Halleck's district (the second In-
diana) spreads over 12 counties in
northwestern Indiana and had a pop-
ulation in 1940 of 233.952. It is pri-
marily rural and agricultural.
Halleck was chairman of the na-
tional Republican congressional com-
mittee, working for the election of
Republicans to congress, during the
campaign last year.
Halleck
Odd Traffic Signal
On Rural Highway
Prevents Mishaps
NATURAL BRIDGE, VA.—Situat-
ed on a stretch of highway in a
strictly rural area and far remote
from any intersection, a red traffic
light amazes motorists speeding
north over Highway 11 through Vir-
ginia's Shenandoah valley.
The light warns of the approach
to the '90-foot span of the Natural
Bridge of Virginia across a 2I5-foot
gorge. Just before crossing the nat-
ural span, the highway twists sharp-
ly on a steep downgrade to present
a dangerous traffic menace.
The light was erected two years
ago after a series of serious mis-
haps. The result, highway depart-
ment engineers contend, has been
"highly satisfactory"—no smashups
at a point where there had been 28
in 10 years, with 12 fatalities and
injuries to 53 others.
lithe motorist approaches the
tight at a speed greater than 25
miles per hour, it flashes red.
Moreover, the light won't turn
green until the driver slows
down. If the motorist doesn't
slow, Ife will have to stop at the
red light, but when he does stop.
the light flashes green.
The light is controlled by a corn-
pliaated sequence of electronics,
rigged with underground wires to a
detector arm imbedded in the high-
way 280 feet from the light.
Elated over success of the rural
blinker, the highway department is
planning to install similar lights at
other danger zones.
'On the Seventh Day They Rested'
MADISON, CALIF.—People the
country over bemoaned the housing
shortage—but the Clarks came from
Missouri. They bought a vacant lot,
worked six days and on the seventh
put the finishing touches on their
modern cottage home.
Otis Clark, who needed living ac-
commodations for his family, called
on his uncle, Noah Clark, uf nearby
Winters, for help. The two poured
a foundation for a new home. Th
en
Otis toured all lumber yards and
hardware etores from Sacramento to
Woodland, from Winters to Madi-
son, and other communities in the
area for lumber and building sup-
plies. In the rneantime, Noah ham-
mered and sawed. Eight days later
the Otis Clark family moved into
their completed home. "You can't
let grass grow tinder your feet,"
Noah insisted in commenting on the
speedy project
THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT. BENTON, KENTUCKY
'GLAMOUR GIRLS' WIN . . . The first all-feminine adminietra-
tion in the village of Grass Lake. Mich., ifililludes, left to right: 6tre.
lone Wright and Miss Marjorie Foster, trustees; Miss alelen McCall,
village president; Mrs. Mabel liagadon, treasurer; Mrs. Mae Rietb-
miller, clerk; and Mrs. Thelma Snodgrass. assessor.
IN THESE UNITED STATES 
'Petticoat Officials' To Show .
'How Town Ought To Be Run'
WNU Features.
GRASS LAKE, MICH.—With the avowed purpose of show-
ing the men "how a town ought to be run," seven women took
office in April as the village of Grass Lake's first all-feminine
administration.
Commonly dubbed the "petticoat government," the wom-
en are intent on proving that "the* 
hand that rocks the cradle" can do I
just as well holding the reins of local '
government.
Heading the group is Miss Helen
McCall, first woman president in
history of Grass Lake. Seated with
her were six other women, all of
whom admit they are over 40—but
they won't say how much.
The women, who claim they
ran for office as a "joke." have
no special program. "We'll see
what's wanted and then do our
best," Miss McCall declares.
Discounting the suggestion that
there was any. antagonism between
the sexes. Miss McCall insists a man
suggested that the women Tun for
office. Even the men, she claims,
were pleased with the outcome of
the election, at which the all-women
slate of candidates badly defeated
a "young men's ticket."%si
Lulled by their usual success in
previous elections, in which the vil-
lage generally had only one ticket,
the men did practically no election-
eering. The women, on the other
hand, go' out and solicited votes. A
1111poster pictured their candidates in
glamour girl poses, taking a cue
from big city- political tactics.
The election drew an unprece-
dented number of voters. In-
stead of the usual 30 or fewer
voters, 125 east ballots and 23
others were turned assay from
the polls because they weren't
registered.
Miss McCall defeated her oppo-
nent. Leon Lockwood, by 84 to 39.
Her running mates won by smaller
margins.
Installed with Miss McCall in the
official family of the village were:
Mrs. Mae Riethmiller, a housewife,
clerk: Mrs. Mabel Hagedorn house-
wife, treasurer; Mrs. Thelma Snod-
grass. service station employee, as-
sessor: Miss Marjorie Foster and
Mrs. Woe Wright, trustees.
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Hand Looms Revived
For Weaving Tweeds
BROWNSTOWN, PA.—In an an-
cient grist mill on Conestoga creek,
remodeled in a style typical of the
period when it was built in 1855, a
centuries-old craft—the weaving of
woolen fabrics on hand looms—
has been revived.
The mill, long a favorite subject
of artists, has been remodeled by
Walter Desager, native Swiss and
former woolen mill operator in Scot-
land and England.
Five looens, all built by a Lan-
caster carpenter tram plans drawn
by Desager, are in operation in the
new plant. Inexperienced men, em-
ployed as laborers, were taught the
trade by Desager.
Weaving of wool on .hand looms
instead of the usual electric-driven
machinery is not far sentimental
reasons. Desager insists. Although
the old method is slow, it produces,
a high quality fabric and allows for
quick changes of style, he adds.
Fabrics manufactured will be a type
tweed used for men's and women's
wear.
The interior of the remodeled mill
features a Pennsylvania Dutch
room, designed for show purposes
and for use of employees.
'Weak Heart'
CHATTANOOGA, TENN. — Mat-
tie Barrett has had to watch that
"weak heart" of hers for a long
time. The aged Negro woman says
she is 108 years old. Her father died
at 129 and her mother at 119, she
says.
Oklahoma Now Grants
Jury Service to Women
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.—Wom-
an suffrage is to be extended in
Oklahoma. Although women have
had; the privilege of voting for many
years, they were deprived of the
riiht to serve on juries. A bill ap-
,prOved by the state legislature will
rectify that error. Provision is made,
however, that women with children
under 12 years of age can be exempt
from serving on juries.
e_q
AVIATION NOTES
AIRPORT CHATTER
Rochelle, Ill., 'airport hes been
designated and approved by the state
as a Class 1 airport. When com-
pleted, the field will have two gravel
runways, 2,200 feet long, and fi third
of turf, 2,600 feet long. . .•• • hlon-
tana's first airport to be censtrticted
under the CAA program will be
cated at Shelby. Construction of
the two-runway field, estimated cost
of which is $230,000, will start about
May 1. . . Fort Dodge, Iowa, vot-
ers approved a $200,000 airport bond
Issue by a margin of 703 to 389 at a
special election. . . Plans for a
"country club type" airport are be-
ing advanced in Council Aluffs.
Iowa. J. A. Fergus of Wichlta7Kes.,
is promoting the 360-acre airport
plan, which would be closer to down-
town Omaha than the Omaha air-
port. Estimated cost of the project
is $180,000. . . The latest thing in
wolf hunting was staged at Verona,
Mo.. by C. E. Atterberry and Glen
Calhoun. They have bagged 18
wolves from an airplane since the
first of the year. . . . The "Flying
Ices," pioneer South Dakota aviator
family, lost their first lives to avia-
tion recently when Jess Randall Ice.
Inland - Western Airlines co - pilot
since 1043, and his wife crashed to
their deaths near the Rapid City air
base as they returned from 'a mail
flight to the northern Black Hills.
Jess Ice was a son of Clyde Ice,
veteran private pilot.
• • •
When state game wardens als-
prehend a violator of game laws,
the usual procedure is to con-
fiscate his gun. But they were
almost baffled when a man near
Scottsbluff, Neb., was charged
with hazing birds in an airplane.
Illegal in that state. He had no
gun. Solution: They took his
airplane.
• • •
FLYING PRIEST
Known as the "flying- priest of the
Rockies" is the Rev. Father Blase
Schumaker, pastor of the Vernal,
Colo., Catholic church. The priest,
whose parish includes six churches
in rugged, isolated terrain, found
transportation facilities inadequate.
Intent on serving his people, he
learned to fly and now uses a plane
regularly in carrying out his regular
parish duties as well as for sick
calls, death calls or other emergen-
cies.
• • •
NEW FIGHTER The new jet-
propelled P-80-B Shooting Star
fighter plane is believed to have
the greatest firepower of any jet
fighter in the world. A very high
speed craft, it also has more re-
sistance to battle damage. Lock-
heed Aircraft corporation devel- ,
oped the craft.
• • •
IN THE CARDS
By experimenting with a, deck 0.
cards, a Civil Aeronautics adminia
tration engineer has worked out s
new and inexpensive method at
marking small airports. The "seg
mented circle" system utilizes pan,
els of metal or any weather-prool
composition. The plan is to put suct
markers in unused portions of air
fields. The windsock, ordinarily
hard to find from the air, would be
spotted easily in the center of tin
circle, together with an L-shaped fig
ure showing the traffic pattern.
•
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SUNDAY
SCHOOL
LESSON
By HAROLD 1.. LUNDQUIST, D. D.
Of The Moody Bible Institute of Chicaro.
Ral••••d by Western Newspaper Union.
Lesson for April 20
Lesson subject. and Scripture texts se-
lected and copyrighted by International
Council of Religious Edutation, used by
permission.
THE KINGDOM STRENGTHENED
AND ENLARGED
LESSON tE XT--!I Samuel 5 -6.10 17.25.
MEMORY ,SELECTION—David waxed
greater and 'greater: for the Lord. the
God of hosts, was with him —II Samuel
5:10.
David was the great king of Is-
rael. His life and reign are of un-
usual interest and the Bible gives
much information about him. In the
rapid survey of Isrneas history
which we are making in our lesson
series, we have just this one lesson
on David's reign and that is con-
cerned more with the nation than
with its king.
This., unique man was by God's
choice placed over Israel. At first
he received only the allegiance of
the southern- division of the king-
dom, Judah (see II Sam. 2:4). But
by showing himself friendly (Prov.
18:24) he won the hearts of the
people of the north. Israel, and they
too recognized him as king (II Sam.
5:1-5).
Thus united, the kingdom was
ready to move forward, by the
blessing of God—and that is the
story before 'us in our lesson.
T. The Lord Was with Them (vv.
6-10).
A united people! How important
that is in the affairs of the nations.
Nothing i more. disturbing or a
greater hindrance than internal
friction, e ought to deal quickly
and decisively with any group or
force in the life of our nation which
is clearly divisive or disloyal.
Think, then, how important it is
that God's people in the Christian
••.
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yards of
loving devotion to one another.
Jerusalem, which was to be the
"city of David," and which figures
so prominently not only in history
but in prophecy, had to be wrested
from the hands of the heathen
Jebusites. and be established as the
sacred city and the capital of the
Jewish nation.
Note that the kind and consider-
ate king was not a weakling. He
knew how to fight and to win. Verse
8 is ditticrult to interpret, but evi-
dently does not mean that David
was cru . The Jebusites taunted
him by saying that their blind and
Cripples could hold the wall against
David's men. Then they doubtless
put their best soldiers on the wall.
and David said to his men, "Let us
take these cripples."
We see in verses • and 10 that
David was not only a fighter, but
also a builder. He began then the
development of Jerusalem, the
great city of which we are yet to
hear wondrous things.
II. The Lord Delivered Them (vv.
17-21).
The Philistines, Israel's constant
enemy, had control of much of the
land veil of the Jordan. As soon as
they heard that the people were
now unitea under a young aggressive
king they laid plans to destroy his
power almost before he could start.
The Philistines were clever, but
they reckoned without God. David
was smart; he counted God into his
plans. He asked the Lord what to
do and the answer was, "Go up. I
will certainly deliver the Philistines
into thy hand," anchhe did!
We may well learn the lesson that
prayer, consultation with God, must
come before any suceensful cam-
paign for him. Inquire of hint to be
assured of victory.
Note also 'here that there are
battles in which the Lord expects us
to go up boldly right into the face of
a mighty enemy, and take the vic-
tory by faith! •
Sometimes we are afraid to meet
the enemies of the 'cross with bold-
ness, choosing ,irather to compro-
mise for the sake of peace. It never
works. That is the way of defeat.
The Lord Went Before Them
(vv. 22-25).
Defeated once so decisively that
they had to run away from their
sacred images (v. 21), the enemy
rallied for another attack.
It is ever thus—and foolish is the
Christian who thinks that one vic-
tory wins a war. After spiritual
victory Satan redoubles his efforts
and strikes while the believer is
resting on his laurels—if he is fool-
isb enough to do it Here again we
say, be on guard!
Observe that the Lord worked dif-
ferently this time. David inquired
again, but tkis time the word was,
"Thou shalt not go up." Israel was
to 'come up from the rear of the
Philistines. and not to attack until
the wind in the treetops told that
God had gone before to smite the
enemy.
There is a time for straight out
frontal attack on the enemy. There
Is also a time when God wants us to
stand back and 'watch him work out
our deliverance. Sometimes that is
harder to do than to attack, but we
must obey his word.
How shall we know which to do!
By asking God. Prayer must al
ways precede action—and then ac
tion will be right(
When pressing net or chiffon
place it between tissue paper.
—•—
A new sashcord should be well
stretched before it is installed.
—*—
Should you make an Wor when
writing with ink, dip a match stick
into a bleach solution and rub over
the spot. 'Tis•erased in a jiffy.
—*—
Draperies of plain or small pat-
terned fabrics look best against a
figured wall. On the other hand,
•
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Charm Unlimited
T INES ,to flatter a young figure
highlight this super date frock.
The side-swept closing is smart,
and note the soft gathers topped
with bright buttons on the right
hip. Its charm unlimited—d.-
signed to win you compliments at
each weal ing.
• • •
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To get a more powerful Wei
from you sb-ewdriver, place the
claw of the hammer over the
-blade. Then use the hammer ha.
die to effect leverage.
T. hold your loose uppers and low-
ers comfortably secure all day—and
every day, try dent.st's amazing (Ls-
emery called STAZE. Not • -merger
powder' STAZE t pleasant-to-na•
paste. Get 35c tube at d
rtoday! Accept no substitu'llria
bolts MI Sly W
'sot Mow
figured fabrics go best with a plain
wall.
STAZE
A vegetable brush really works SMALL FRY by S64,
better than a dish-cloth for wash-
ing dishes. It removes sticky spots
and is easier to keep clean and
sweet.
Cane seats can be tightened by
scrubbing with a weak ,solution of
soda and water and allowing them
to dry. The solution must not be
permitted to come in contact with
wood surfaces.
—•--
A diScarded purse makes a dandy
first-aid kit for the car. Put in
the purse the few medical supplies
that will sufEce in emergencies
and keep it in a convenient place.
This will keep you prepared for
when an emergency arises.
—•—
A defective drainboard at the
sink can be repaired by sawing a
narrow channel in the front face of
the board and inserting a thin
strip of sheet copper or lead in the
groove. Then bend it over the
sink. 1.7se brass screws. They do
not rust.
—•—
Corduroy is a graceful fabric for
windowsr furniture coverings and
bedspreads, we mean the light-
weight type, of course. It has both
pattern and plainness and takes to
wear and cleaning easily. The
narrow-waled kind looks best for
interior work. Colors are general-
ly soft.
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said. "1' au will nevi year, and mother boves'you, team or no team."
C1 i AN'T you write some-
thing about womembe-
ing just sweet?" asks
a man in Phoenix, Ariz. "My
wife is a fine woman," his let-
ter continues, !`but she is so
clamed dreary! I don't think
ft ever goes through her head
that a man and kids get home
tired, too, and that bad news
and complaints are sort of dis-
couraging when you first
come in.
"My wife looks sad all the time.
We haven't had It too hard. My
work is steady. I don't drink or run
around nights; we have a good
home and two fine kids. But Emma
never cheers up. She looks us over
and sighs. Bob got high marks in
arithmetic this month; she shook her,
head and said she hoped he'd keep
It up. Mary Lou hates studying and
practicing and dishwashing, as all
kids do, but her mother never smiles
or encourages her. She jut says
things like 'you'll have them to do
all your life. Life isn't any joke, so
you might as well make up your
mind to it. I don't like it any bet-
ter than you do.' If I say 'let's go
to a show' she says 'and wear
what? I never have any clothes.'
If I say 'it's a grand night for home
and the fire,' she says, 'but it's not
exactly exciting for a woman who's
been cooped up in the house all day.'
"I began by saying Emma's a fine
woman. She is. She keeps my house
spotless, keeps bills down, keeps the
children healthy and well-groomed.
If the neighbors are in trouble she's
the one who takes a turn at night.
watching or mothers a baby for a
few days. And she does a lot of
praying, too.
A Hard Life Before Marriage.
"The thing is," the letter ends,
"that Emma has had a hard life.
Her folks were the shiftless sort, and
she supported most of them off and
on. Her brothers were a steady
anklets. .to her. Deane the qrst
years of our marriage her paralyzed
mother was with us. Then I had a
long illness and when I recovered
I went into the army as a captain.
She hated being alone. When I came
back she gave me a grand party
and now she really hasn't much to
worry about. But she can't stop
fretting and worrying, and looking
anxious and putting the darkest
conetruction on everything.
"You get tired of it. You get
darned tired of a person who sets
her lips tight, sighs, reminds the
children that we can't have what
rich people have, apologizes for per-
fectly good dinners and goes into
gloomy abstractions when she
doesn't hear anything at all. I've
tried for years to shake her out
of it, now I don't know what more
to do. But it's not much of a pros-
pect, to live,lwith a woman who pa-
tiently puts up her cheek when you
want to kiss her, and if you praise
anything she does, begins to tell you
what's wrong with her clothes, her
house, the market, the pudding and
your little girl's hair."
This comprehensive summary
pretty well describes the way some
wives act. They are patient, tire-
less. capable, uncomplaining to a de-
gree that makes any man of spirit
want to kill them. To live with a
meek drudge, who only wants the
least encouragement to break into
14 • mild whining recital of her wrongs,Is almost the Worst domestic tragedythat can befall a man.
Some years ago a woman wrote
A woman who gets into the
habit of complaining, worry-
ing and sighing when she bat
real troubles to endure often
can't change her ways when
the clouds roll by. She is to
used to the dark &jets, of things
that she can't realize that there
is another and a brighter side
to life.
Such a woman is Emma,
who lives in Phoenix, Ariz.
She is a capable, thrifty, duti-
ful wife and mother, religious
and neighborly, writes her hus-
band. In short, be say, she is
a fine woman, by all outward
standards. But she is hard to
live with because of her per-
petual sadness, drabne,s and
anxiety about the future.
There is an explanation for
her attitude, her husband ad-
mits. She had to endure many
hardships and face many trou-
bles.
All this has worn down Em-
ma's spirit and has given her
a permanently depressed atti-
tude. Now, when she has no
real worries and a chance at
last for real happiness, she
seems unable or unwilling to
change her mental habits.
me of this fault in herself. She
was making everyone about her
wretched, suppressing all the natu-
ral happiness of her children and
sister, because a perfectly unworthy
husband had done her the great fa-
vor to desert her. There was plenty
of money and there were four boys
to raise, but the dreariness of the
affront she had suffered, added to
her characteristic gloom, was too
much for her.
Serenity and Sweetness.
I suggested that she rise above
herself, always a , heroic, but al-
ways a possible thing to do, and
stun the family by suddenly assum-
ing a pose of serenity and sweetness.
It would be,cifily a pose for a while,
of course, but such a pose brings
such immediate results in enthtik-
asms and joy to the household, that'
any sensible woman may find herself
turning it into the real thing.
Whether my correspondent of that
day ever tried it, I don't know. But
if she did she must have had many
a chance for interior laughter, watch-
ing the completely bewildered faces
about her, heariqg the incredulous:
"What on earth'slhappened to Moth-
er? She was laughing at breakfast.
She said she loved a day like this,
when she was free to get at a thou-
sand things she wanted to do at home
here. She said I could have Bill
over for supper Saturday. She said
we were so fortunate to have neigh-
bors like the Jacksons right next
door. And when Jimmy said he was
afraid he wouldn't make the team,
she kissed him and said, 'You will
next year. anyway. And your moth-,
er loves you, team or no team!' "I
A miracle like this is in the power i
of many a woman to perform. Over-
night she can wipe away the gloomy, j
self-absorbed past, and emerge' as!
the center of a happy group. The!
Emmas of the world, darkening the
whole scene, are very often women
who have no real troubles to face.
They have simply gotten into their
heads the notion that life is a weari-
some drag and a woman's lot espe-I
daily bleak, and they are too obtuse!
and unimaginative to get it out.
More Blind Babies
An increase in the number of'
blind babies born ,every year is
noted by a.. Merrill J. King of liar-
yard .university.
Dr. King lays the increase in num-,
ber of babies born blind tretrolental •
fibroplasiai to the fact that the at-
fiction occurred mostly in babies'
born prematurely, He said improved'
incubation had made possible sur-
vival oi premature infants who a
decade ago would not have 'Am&
"Medical treatment is very unite,
isfactorv," be concludes
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Lazy Bird
Butcher—The farmer who sotd me
this rooster said he was the laziest
bird in the world.
Ass't—Did he say just how lazy he
'was? •
Butcher—Yes, he said this rooster
had never crowed in his life. He
just waited for another one to crow
and then nodded his head.
Natural History
A boy at school, when asked to de-
scribe a kitten, said:
"A kitten is a little muddle of.fur
that rushes like mad at nothing
whatever—and stops before it gets
there."
Too Tight
Teacher—Robert, give me • sen-
tence which includes the word "fas-
cinate."
Robert (after deep thoughti—M,
father has a vest with ten buttons on
It. but he can only fasten eight
Anesthetic
"You seem pretty quiet tonight,
Roland," said the pretty girl. "Are
you sure you love me?"
"Love you?" Roland explained.
"Good heavens, Rhoda, when we
were saying good-by at the gate last
night your dog bit a piece out of my
leg. and I didn't even notice it UV
I got home!"
Gamblers All
The manager heard that the clerk
had a car and asked him how he
could afford it with four children.
"O. that's easy," said the clerk.
-There are 500 of us employed at
this factory. I raffle my wages ev-
ery week at a dollar a chance."
Busybody Police
Judge—Can't this case be settled
out of court?
Kelly—Sure, that's what we were
trying to do, your honor, when the
police interfered.
Vast Areas
Mystery Closed
To Civiliied Man
Explorer Says There Are At
Least Ten Sections Still
Primitive in Extreme.
NEW YORK.—There are still vast
areas on the earth about which little
Is known and in which civilized man
is least* likely to succeed—or live.
Aside from the polar regions. one
expiorer sues. there are at least ten
such areas—thousands of miles of
myritery—lying like deep, wide
holes in man's geographical knowl-
edge.
They are primitive in the ex-
treme end the unprepared white
mad would find it difficult to sustain
himpelf in any of them or make
friends. T'ney are vast tracts of im-
penetrable jungle, burning desert
sand and bleak forbidding plateaus'
containing highly provincial natives
unfriendly to strangers.
Fplling into this category is thdli
Loll country of western China'
wheire reports said a group of;
American fliers crashed and were
enslaved by the lecal citizenry.
Uncharted Areas.
4cording to Geoffrey M. Tate,
Nei, York director of Archbold ex-
pecittions, there are ten virtually un-
cherted areas which the flier, if he
hall any choice, would do well to
avoid in making a forced landing.
Tihey include other ill-defined
arT s of China, Tibet, Mongolia,Bun
a. Indo-China, the central
Ar bian desert, the Sahara, central
AuStralia. central New Guinea and
cetatral South America.
The first and worst problem for
ths white man who drops in sud-
detil•. says Tate, is finding himself
fool and shelter. Then, there is the
bLsiness of getting along with the
natives.
Many of these "trouble" zones
hate been crossed only once or
twice by explorers who came back
to ,tell what they saw but learned
next to nothing about the country
100 yards away from the paths they
caatiously followed.
I Hot Sand, Little Water.
In central Arabia. for example,
the are approximately a quarter
ofla million square miles of hot
sand, little water, and small, iso-
latkbd groups of nomadic tribes
wliich, Tate said, "would give any
white man an unpleasant recep-
tioti." He added:
"In any of these places, when a
w11ite man is killed, it's usually h
is
ow, fault.
In Tibet, there are whole towns
highly sacred to the natives and not
o n to strangers. In South Amer-
ic , they make a foul-tasting drink
called 'cashiri.' The visiting white
man is met outside the village by
the chief and his associates and
offered a drink.
l'As bad as it looks and smells,
the drink should never be refused.
If is, you've got enemies on your
hands."
Tate, who has spent much of his
life exploring the unknown, working
with the Archbold expeditions and
the American Museum of Natural
History, says these ten areas are
latgely unexplored because they
have little or no commercial pos-
sibilities to attract the white man.
His best advice is to stay away
!Torn these spots, i if you have a
choice.
• When?
WASHINGTON.—The interior de-
partment received this letter from
• Mrs. Sandelbaurn of Bronklyti
(not otherwise identified): "Dear
Sirs—Will you send me some infor-
mation. My class is studying about
It"
Runaway Pup Returns
To Find Master Dead
CHICAGO. -- Blackie, a black
mongrel puppy, came home
after his first overnight disap-
pearance.
But his 13-year-old master was
not there to greet him..
The youth, Joey Craig, had
hanged himself with Blackie's
collar, despairing that the ani-
mal ever would return.
• 
'Cave Man' Murders
His Reluctant Wife
Trouserless Men Are Timic:
But Women Calm
And Practical.
SEATTLE.—False modesty is the
curse of the male, not the female.
Man can face any crisis—if he has
his trousers. That is not a psychia-
trist speaking. It's Chief William
,Fitagerakisof the Seattle fire depart-
ment. He has first hand knowledge
of human behavior under pressure.
"In our rescues we've learned
man's first act upon smelling smoke
is not to call the fire department—
LAWRENCEBURG, IND. — Wal- out to scramble into his pants. A
ter Kocher, 44, a prosperous farm- woman grabs the telephone—then
er, who said he and his wife sel- her purse. She's calm and very
doin had spoken to one another practical," he said.
for seven years, confessed he had
shot and killed her because she
spurned his love-making which in-
volved dragging her by her hair.
He and his wife, Margaret, 38,
had been married 20 years and had
four children, the oldest 19, the
youngest 2. In recent months
Kocher had become increasingly
bitter toward her because of her
sullenness. He said he decided she
would make up with him or die.
He gave her her last chance Jan-
uary 10. She rejected his advances
on a screened porch of their farm
home, and he shot her with a rifle
he had hidden under a couch.
He at first told authorities she had
killed herself, saying he found her
body when he returned from a trip
to Harrison, Ohio. Authorities be-
came suspicious when an autopsy,
performed at a Cincinnati hospital,
showed that the bullet which en-
tered her brain could not have been the window, however, and ago the
self-inflicted because of its path. ladder.
Bruises also were found on her 
"Now that's not the way a woman
body, would have acted," he continued.
"You don't think of propriety when
your house is afire. Women don't,
Neither do firemen. Men do."
Firemen Not BashfuL
Firemen haven't time to be bash-
ful but they are polite. The only
etiquette observed when rescuing
scantily-clad women—for instance
from a bathtub—is, just don't break
down the door.
"Knock first and say. 'Ma'm, this
Is the fire departrnent'—then break
down the door," said the chief.
Best example of female self-con-
trol during a fire occurred a few
years ago.
"During a hotel fire we broke
through a smoke-filled lobby to the
stairway," Fitzgerald said. "We
started up—there, coming down
through the smoke was a young
woman leading a dog. In her right
hand was a bird cage, and a purse
over her wrist. On her head bobbed
an enormous picture hat. The hat
was the extent of her clothing.
"Yet her cool thinking had saved
her life—and undoubtedly her most
prized possessions."
Kocher broke down and signed a
statement in, which he said he shot
his wife while their two youngest
children, Bobby, 2, and Rita May, 4,
slept in an adjoining room.
Sheriff F. E. Negengard said the
couple was happy until 1939. Kocher
was successful, with a 150-acre
farm and a good herd of dairy
cattle. Authorities said they did not
know what caused their domestic
difficulties.
On the fatal morning, Kocher
said, he waited until his son, Ber-
nard, 19, had gone to work, and his
son, Donald, 13, had gone to school.
He dragged his wife by her hair
onto the porch and made advances.
She resisted and they fought. She
fell and he took the rifle from its
hiding place beneath the couch and
shot her as he stood over her.
After signing the confession, he
was charged with murder.
"You never would have caught
me by fingerprints," Kocher said as
he was led away. ".1 wore gloves."
Woman Expecting Baby Freed
After Slaying Her Husband
BALTIMORE, MD. — Mildred
Margaret Abn.ey, 21-year-old ex-
pectant mother, was freed of the
charge of murder after she told a
federal jury her husband had sug-
gested she "get rid of" her unborn
child.
The panel of bankers and busi-
nessmen announced its verdict
after an hour and a half of delibera-
tion! Spectators in the crowded
courtroom s h.() uted and clapped
their approval.
Mrs. Abney admitted on the wit-
ness stand that she had shot Sgt.
Jean Richard Abney, 28, of Junction
City, Kans., five times after he
spurned her attempt to patch up
their marriage at Fort George G.
Meade, Md., last January 5
"We have less trouble with women.
Men want to run the show, or they
get panicky . . . won't listen. But the
women are gracious and coopera-
tive. It's a real pleasure to rescue
them."
When He Gets His Pants.
On the other hand, when the man
arrives safely on the sidewalk he's
more practically clothed than his
wife. Whereas, before he was ex-
cited while his wife was calm—now
he's nonchalant, his wife unnerved.
"But still I say," Fitzgerald said,
"It's a cinch to be brave with your
pants on."
To prove his point Fitzgerald re-
called the 300-pound man who tim-
idly poked his head from the 11th
floor of a flaming downtown hotel.
Spying hundreds of spectators be-
low he hesitated to use the ladder
because he was nude. Increasing
warmth from behind urged him out
113 Million Days Were Lost
By Strikes In '46, Report
WASHINGTON. — Less than onis
per cent of the 4,700 strikes and
lockouts in 1948 caused nearly
three-fourths of the record loss in
working time.
The government bureau of labor
statistics reported that all idleness
due to labor-management disputes
amounted to 113 million man-days.
This is triple the prior record high
of 38,025,000 man-days lost in 1945
and four times the 28,425,000 in
1937, the next highest year.
Out of the total 4,700 work stop-
pages only 35 involved strikes of
more than 10,000 workers. These in-
cluded such walkouts as thcrlie In
coal, steel, automobile, railroad,'
electrical and maritime industriese,
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. "Over 100 Million Bags Already Sold....  They Must Be Coot'!"
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FEED YOUR COWS FOR DAIRY PROFITS
Milk Cows prodt.ce in quality and quan.
tit,/ only in propo-oion to the feed you
supply.. Sweet, rich, feed will produce
sweet, rich, milk and INTERNATIONAL
BUTTERFLY DAIRY FEED is a high qual-
ity. straight grain, rich, Sweet Dairy Feed
and is recommended by thousands of
Dairymen throughout the Southern States.
Buy this feed lot tested Dairy feed today.
BUY
INTERNATIONAL
BUTTERFLY DAIRY FEED
Tu the latter kind belong the community. Most novels of
II V 
.
''...Indreds! Of thousands • who country town life have been This is the fifth ..crsecutive ',Joseph Cope and
Ivo hitched _themselves to the eolitical or devoted to unusual ••.•-e. nf Ole .:which is Gore.
;:-.!ommittee for -KentuckY's characters. A novel about the ;nfluencing a steadily un creas-•
...movement for a letter state as of a country town; rng number of rural . eople in BRADLEY CLARIFIES
At in elbow is 4 fine non-' would be a vital contribution, safety mind d. frITIral OF V. A. ON
fictibn volume I finished read-, Aineric-in literature: And I is , onductei, VET ORGANIZATIONS
in g less than an hour aco. It! -.ellieve* Jesse Stuart. the Green- direction
is a compilation of letters by' e• author, could 'write it. What,.gt -Ite Agreultural Co
' the late William Allen White,' about it, Jesse? I •••‘.-ion 'Service.
In our Commonwealth we famous Kansas country editor,! Your correspondent is 
look-I
have two kinds of people which was passed along to me ing forward to the day 
when" JrvioR WOMAN'S
those who bask in the state's by 'Louis. Ruthenburg,exefriger- President Harry 
W. Schacter CLUB MET
eglorfuf past, and those who Ito!' tycoon and fellow farmer. .;•e4. a group of the 
Committee
are striving to make history. As 4, read the last 'page it oc-' for Kentucky's leaders from 
all
Or, one might say, the con. -urred' to. me that few, books! the main walks of life, make
tented and the discontented, have 'been written about the for us what Mr. Schacter 
calls
the satisfied and the dissatis-. the educational and the a blue print for progress. That
appiritual small document should be a declara-
'4014orts-wriften with Jeffersonian
skill and should ring in a soul
stirring tone that Liberty Bell
might have sounded if it hadn't
been cracked.
The blue print of progress
should be. a one-page Bible for
all 'our history Makers, all the
discontented, and all the dis-
satisfied.The material for the
ment is abundant. And
bling it will not be an over-
whelming task. But making
every word sparkle like a four-
caret blue-white diamond calls
for sheer genius.
Maybe Mr. Schacter can find
te right person for the job.
V he does, we'll insist that
Kentucky build itself a Hall
of Fame and put busts of both
Mr. Schacter and his writer in
the middle niches.
The Nashville, Chattanooga
& St. Louis Railway
Pursuant to authority. granted by the Public Service
Commission of Kentucky, the following trains will be
discontinued after the schedules; are run on Saturday,
June 21, 1947:
(1) Train No. 5, leaving Hickman, Ky., 7:30 A. M.
arriving Bruceton, Tenn., 10:45 A. M.
(2) Train No. 6, leaving Bruceton, Tenn., 5:00 P. M.
arriving Hickman. Ky:: 8:25 P. M.
(3) 'Train No.: 105‘ leaving Bruceton. Tenn., 11:25 A.M.
' - arriving Benton, Hy., 1:58 P. M.
Troia .110... Mk leaving Benton Hy., 1:40 P. M.
arriving Bruceton. Tenn. 4:10 P. M.
PANTING CAR?
Don't let this hot weather make
your car pant. Drive into your Good
Gulf Station and our trained atten-
without a care. There is nothing to
The rerular. -moral v !nee*:
ing of the Junior Woman';
Club met in the ho of Mrs
H. H. Lovett, 'Jr.. Thursday,
tune 5, with Mrs. Boli T. Long„
Mrs. Hugh MeClinteck and Mrs
J: B. Washam as assisting host-
tarian.
Here's good news for 4 - H
Club members in Kentucky.
A n all expense trip to the
National 4 - H Club Congress
in Chicago is now provided for
'he state winner in the 1947
- H Farm Safety Program.
i Formerly only sectional win-
ners received trip. awards.
There will be no sectional rec-
ognition this year. This change
increases the possible number
of Chicago trip winners in 4 -
H safety from 16 to 48.
Last year's state winner in
1 Kentucky was Samuel E. Pep-
Per of Bengal, who received a !"!- -z R. B. Cope, Messrs and
$25.00 U. S. Savings Bond. "csiames P. Eft Rose BedRos'
Medals of honor for a maxi- -Zo's Siress, Aubut hose,'
mum of five members in each ones Hendricks. Sonny Rose.
participating county, and a Buddy, B-,bbv
,enecial plaque also provided by an James Winton Rose. Mary
General Motors to. the county Ethel, _Billy Norman, Linda and
reporting the most outstanding
4 - H safety program in the
state this year, will be awarded
as in the past.
In 1946, County winners were
named in Bath, Boyd, Bracken,
Casey, Fayette. Grayson, Henry'
Pulaski, Simpson, Ohio, and
essehse.T
following pro4ram was
r resente,d: Two vocal .! selections
were given • by Miss Julia
Path. Long and Mrs. W. Di
1,17s. A. A.4 (Pont).
re'sen.. snorsor • of the.; e't;', in-
V.:711.ed the fellnwii4
for the coming Year:
Mrs Ned PP,T - Prtql4'*-
Mrs. H. H. Lovet. Jr. ;- V r`
Mrs. Josenh Miller 7 Record:
inq Secretary. ! •
Mrs. !Erie Tremper j.Comes-
aandine. Secretary. !
Miss Elvira Breezeel - Treas.
The following committee
?hairmen' were appointed:
Mrs. Joe Coulter • - Program.
Mss Elvira Breezeel - Finance
Mrs. H. H. Lovett, Jr: - Com-
munity Service.
Hostess - Mrs. Joe P. Ely.
Mrs. Joe Duke . - Yearbook.
ANNOUNCE NEW STATE
AWARD SCHEDULE IN 
! Mrs. W. D. Hawkins - Report-
4 - H SAFETY PROGRAM 
•'!r. and Scrapbook Editor.
Mrs Bob T. Long - 
iPa 
rlirnen-
J. L. EMERINE and DUNCAN R; MALIN
will in the future operate under the firm name
FEATURING:
SPORTING GOODS
FISHING TACKLE
ALUMACRAFT BOATS
CHAMPION, EVINRUDE and
MARTIN MOTORS
RCA Radios Sales and Service
Expert Shoe Repairing
INVISIBLE HALF-OLING
SHOES DYED ANY COLOR r
PLICOTE ENAMEL
Pay us a visit and see the many, lines
we have to offer.
Mrs. Joe Coulter - Dinner.
Guests were Mrs. Bill Shp-
card, Greenville, Mich., Mrs.
Rob Bradley. Murray. Ky., Miss
Julia Beth Long, Mrs. Donald
Sheppard.
A birthday dinner was givian
F;unday at the home of Mr. and
t.lcs. Sonny Rose in honor Of
'le birthday of Mrs. illose.
Those present were: Rev, and
thlt's because
FORD DEALERS
KNOW FORDS
BEST!
erans of Foreign Wars, chal-
lenging efficacy and juqice of
a recent directive Of - the Vet-
erans Administra+'on prohibit- l
ing V. A. employees from par-T
ticipation in veterans organ-
'zations has ..scki General
Omar Bradley te !deny that,
the order was in'ended t dis-
couraae V A e-ip Oyees from
joining veterans' o Ionizations,
Commander Paul J Watkins of
V. F. W. Post 5413 announced
today.
In a letter to Part Comman-
der-in-Chief, .Trenes I Van Zant,
General Bradley emphasized
that "there is no desire on the
oart of the Veterans Adminis-
tr-4ion to discourage member-
of employees in veterans'
e--;,anizations," Watkins said.
Tratkins quoted Gen. Bradley
ie his letter to Van Zandt as
saying:. "There are many, pro-
grams of the veterans organ-
ization in which active partic-
ipation of an .employee of the
Veterans Administration would
cause no embarrassment to, or
conflict with his official duties.
In fact, I feel that such member
ship offers employees an oppor-
tunity to become better ac-
"with the thinking of
veterans and it gives employ-
ees a understanding
of veterans problems."
Van Thompson of Route
was in Benton Monday.
Murray, Ky.—Miss Ann Littleton
of Murray. Ky., has been named
"Body Beautiful" for the second
successive year at Murray State Col-
lege. She was chosen by a com-
mittee of faculty members and stu-
dents at the annual Water Carnival:
David .bSiress, Jimmy Hendricks
—M TACKLE BOX—
Geraldine;
!'
! All you who fish undoubtedly know that to catch a big 
one
You have to use the most attractive lure you possess. Thus we
see that we can attract more people to Christ ,by- living a Chris..
; tian life for our life is like a lure to them. 
Christ said, "Let
your light so shine before .Men, that they may see your grx,d
A re0ent st;Ite— t by sea.' works, and glorify your Father 
which is in heaven." Matt: 5-16.
Ray H Brannan-yin of the Vet-I plug, cast among a rhool of fish, but getting no strikes.
i . Vice-Correnlacler-in-Chief If we make nothing Of our 
lives we . reiemble an 
_unattractive
HL
INSURANCE
Of All Kinds
Insure now — Tomorrow
May be too late.
Phone 2 1 5 1
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn
Insurance Agency
Benton Kentucky
- 
- -
SHOWINGS: Sunday 1:30 - 3:30 - 9 P. M.
Monday through Friday 7:00 & 9:00 P. M.
Special APPRECIATION DAY MATINEE WEDNESDAY 134 pa
Saturday continuous 10:00 A. M. to 12:00 Midnight
Thursday, June 12 - 13, FT91141'
Jackie JenkiiI4 - James Craig
Dorothy Patrick
IN
BOY'S RANCH
Saturday, June 14 DOUBLE FEATURE
Charles Starrett - Tex Harding
IN
TEXAS PANHANDLE
Gail Russell - Diana Lynn
IN k
OUR LEBTS WERE GROWING UP
NEW SERIAL First Chapter: "DAUGHTER 'OF DON Q"
Sunday, June 15 - 16, Monday
Peggy Ann Garner - Randolph Scott
Lynn Ban'
IN
HOME SWEET HOMICIDE
Added Noveltoon, "Sudden Fried Chicken"
Unusual Occupations, "G. I. Hobbies" MGM News
Tuesday, June 17 - 18. Wednesday
Glenn Ford - Janet Blair
IN
GALLANT JOURNEY
  March or Time. "CHILDREN IN TROUBLE"
Thursday. June 19 - 20, Friday
Bette Davis - Walter Brennan
IN
A STOLEN LIFE
EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION
Dusty Fletcher
Original Composer, in
"OPEN THE DOOR RICHARD"
Give Father A Practical Gift June 15
"Famous brands at Morgans"
A'rrow and Superba Ties
Hickok.belts and Tie pins
Coopers and McDee Underwear
CUrleel or Style Mart Summer Weight Suits
Frsheim-Jarman & Brownbilt Shoes
DObbs l& Swan Hats in Panamas 4.95 & 5.95
Other Dress Straws 1.98 to 2.98
Catali4 & Rugby Swim trunks 98c to 4.50
Arrow) Van Heusen and E & W Shirts 2.50 up
Rayon and Sharkskin pants 5.95 and 6.95
T. Shi ts 75e up -- Tennis Shoes 1.98 up
Old ice Toilet Articles
Big S ith Overalls for Men 2.98
Thos. Morgan
-Firestone
SUPER VALUE
DAYS
Preston,
We Need Thousands
of Used Tires! You'll
Be Amazed at filo
LIBERAL
TRA DE-01N
ALLOW:11N E
'You'll Get on iew
Firestone
De Luxe Champions
In and *Quip Tow can for emonnsar
driving and vacation tripe. Ton caul
afford to Was this opporttmity to btey
?Weston* De Is Champions at a big saving! We need noel
:11res for retreading and even if you tires are only partly
worn you'll save money by trading them In now. Dail pet tt
oft-00.11E IN TODAY!
17fee
1a
y •
Res. '1.95
SOCKET
SEYR EN VU
T
11.95
• %-inch utnare drive sat with clean accurate openings.
precision broached. All 14 pieces made of "Fpecial"
heavily chrome-plated. Reg. 16.95 Sets. 13.95
Sas an expansion typo
moppet that fita aft tight.
11Kteits liquids hot or mkt.
BOYS ATTENDING
SUMMER CAMP
AT KENTUCKY LAKE
Between 1,200 and 1,500 Jun-
ior Conservation Club mem-
bers from, throughout Kentucky
will participate in summer
camps at Kentucky Lake and
Dale Hollow between now and
September 1, Earl
Drector of the Division of
Game and Fish announced re-
cently.
Already some of the boys are
enjoying the camp life on the
banks of Kentucky Lake, this
period having opened on June
1 and will continue there. until
June 22 when the camp site
will be shifted to Dale Hollow
where seven additional weeks
of camping will be held.
The Junior Camping Program
under the supervision of the
Organization Suparintendttnt.
Ed Adams, is a new project
with the Division of Game and
Fish and is being offered club
members with the hope of
teaching She boys to be better
conservationists. During thir
one to two weeks stay at the;
camps the boys will be taught,
under expert supervision, the
game and fish laws of the State-i
compass reading, how to hand-
le boats. shooting and casting,,
lUrd and tree identification.I
Swimming sessions with skill-;
,A swimmers in char-!,,. will
be held each day. Camp games
of all types have been provided
for the boys, Mr. Wallace hasl
nointed out, and the boys will 
be taught how to, play while'
learning more about 'conserva-:
tion.
Boys from clubs in the First i
and Second Districts are attend-1
ing the camp at Kentucky
Lake,and those from the other
seven Districts ui the State A , large delegation is urged
will participate in the Dale, to atkend the convention.
Hollow excursion
R. W. James, assistant to Mr
the First and Second Districts,
and Conservation Officers and
Club Counselors, is in charge
of the Kentucky Lake Program.
In charge at Dale Hollow will
be Winston (Winkie) Burke,
assisted by Conservation Offic-
ers and Superintendents of the
participating Districts an•fl Club
Counselors.
The Division is planning for
camps in each district next
year, so that the Program will
not be hampered by transpor-
tation difficulties.
Adams, is in charge of both
:amps, while Tom Lewis, Field
Supervisor of the Second Ds-
trict, assisted by Ed Illy and
Horace Beard, Supervisors in
BETHLEHEM BAPTIST
CHURCH SERVICES
J. J. Gough, Moderator
Sunday school every
9:30 a. m. , Paul Lee,
Sermon, each third
2:30 p. m.
Come and worship
DISTRICT LEGION
MEETING TO BE HELD
IN MAYFIELD SUN., JUNE
The District Convention of
the Arnercian Legion will be
held in Mayfield Sunday, June
22 at the Legion Home starting
at 2 p. m.
The convention is for the pur-
pose of selecting a District
Commander, District vice-com-
mander, a delegate and alter-
nate to the National Conven-
ion and a member to serve on
each of the Department Con-
vention Comtnittees.
tees.
Automotive Replacement Parts
Ramco Rings Electric Ignition
American Brake Bloc Linings
Martin Senour Paint
Tail Pipes Mufflers
Located in Filbeck Building next
to U-TOTE-EM Grocery.
For The Following
Electric Stoves
Electric Was- hers
i-:;aby Washers
Electric Fans
Electric Irons
Electric Refrigerators
Lawn Mowers
Bed Room Suites
Living Room Suites
Kitchen Cabinets
Sinks - Radios
Lawn Chairs - Dinette Suites
New Perfection Oil Stoves
Innerspring Mattresses
Congonleum Rugs
Electrical Appliance Guarantee
All Electric Stoves, Washers, and
Refrigerators are fully guaranteed.
BLOOD RIVER BAPTIST
RALtY FRIDAY JUNIE 13
Thi Baptist of Blood River
Assotiiation will meet at the
First Missionary Baptist
Churph. Benton, Kentucky, on
June 13 at 7:45 p. m. to discuss
methods for furtherance of the
cause of Baptist Education in
Kentucky. Rev. H. F. Paschal,
paster of the Hazel Baptist
Church. will bring the main
address.
Everyone is cordially invited
'to attend.
KIRKSEY. ROUTE 2
RESIDENT PASSES
AWAY JUNE 5
William James Harrell pass-
ed Sway Thursday. June 5 at
his home .on Kirksey `Route 2
at the age of 75. Fu4ieral ser-
vices were held at the Mt.
Hebion Methodist Ciurch, of
whiqh he was a mernber, Fri-
day.i June 6 at 2 o'clock. Rev
H. B. Blankenship officiated.
He is survived by a daugh-
ter. 'Mrs. Mary Rule, Kirlcsey,
Rouse 2; and two sisters, Mrs.
Sarah Hardison and Mrs. Mat-
ties ! Crawford.
The Linn FunQa1 Home was
in Charge of arrangements.
BLOOD RIVER BAPTIST
HAVE SUNDAY SCHOOL
MEETING SUNDAY JUNE 15
The Baptist of Blood River
Asseiciation will have their
Assciciational Sunday School
meeting at the First Baptist
Church, Murray, Ky. on June
15, tit 2:30 p. m. Dr.
for 28 years pastor of the West
Jackson Baptist Chu Jack-
son, Tenn., and a member of
the' faculty of Union Univer-
sity, will be the speaker. Dr.
Guy's subject will .1„be "The
Ideal Sunday School
This promises to he a good
meeting. Everyone is encourag-
ed to attend.
Rip Fiser and Mr. and Mrs.
Harry White attended the
sorting ceremonial of Ithe Shrin-
ers in Bowling Green Thurs-
dayi
Western Auto Associate Store
ust reCeived a large shipment of '
ROD.REELS
Shop here for an _yaw
Fishing needs.
_
RODS $5.95 UP
FISHERMEN.,/
Have you joiiied the
BASS CONTEST?
Prizes for the Largest Bass Caught
Western Auto Asso. Store
J. W. Lyles, Owner
iton Kentucky
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OUR BARGAIN COUNTER
FOR THESE OUTSTANDING VALUES
Men's Overalls  $2.89
Men's lue and Khaki  1.98
Boy's 0 eralls  1.98
Boy's ants  1.39
Boy's Sack Suits, $4.50 value  2.89
Boy's 1ress Pants, $1.98 value  1.49
Boy's Work Pants, $1.98 value  1.49
Boy's Shirts  69
Boy's Overall Paints, $1.98-value  1.39
Men's Dress Straw Hats  1.00
Men's Work Sox  .15
Ladies' Slacks, 2.49 value  1.49
Ladies and Girl's Shorts, 2.95 value  2.39
Laddie'S sun dress, 2.49 value •  1.69
Children's seersucker overalls, 1.60 value  .98
Ladies print dresses, 82.49 value  1.49
Childre 's voile dresses  .49
Childre 's pajamas, 1.98 value  1.39
Ladies rayon panties, 1.19 value 69
Ladies' slips, $2.95 value  1.98
Children's slips, .59 value  .25
Bath towels, 20 X 40, .59 value  .49
Ladies' purses, reduced to  1.98
News Conferences Net Few Leads
• Truman's Pirss Confabs
Lack Color of FDR's
WN Servfee, 11818 Fye Street, N. W..
Washington. D. C.
WASHIINGTONvaa- President Trua.
risen held his 100th White House
press and radio conference recently,
He said he had enjoyed them all
The reporters, he said, had been
fair; had reported tha facts.
Thank you, Mr. President.
"How have I been!" be might
have asked,us, but didn't.
On the Way back from the White
Houser that windy 100th day, some
of us discussed
• the question. That
100th conference
was the first since
his Florida trip
which began
• when the Sacred
Cow winged ...its
way from the na-
tional airport,
TI some 30 minutes
after Mr. Truman
left the chamber
of the house .of
representatives
where he had 
deBaukbags 
-
livered his histo-
ric message.
Meanwhile, the new declaration of
American policy had wakened thou-
sands and thousands of words, spo-
ken and printed in every nation and
in almost every newspaper in the
world. Diplomats, generals, states-
men, people big and little, had
quaked or exulted. So we naturally
looked for something very hot to
write about as a result of our first
White House conference thereaftir.
We didn't get it.
We did hear former Ambassador
to Poland Arthur Bliss Lane's blast
against Communism; we -found Out
that the President was a left-handed
bowler (he had just been present-
ed with a bowling alley); we were
assured that he was concerned about
rising prices; we listened to him ex-
press the hope that industry would
see "the handwriting on the wall"
and stop an upward spiral which
would bring forth renewed wage
of type that almost aluays appeared
after a Roosevelt news conference.
We wondered why Lookiog back
over the hundred conferences with
Mr. Truman. we agreed they had
been pretty good. But of late, we
agreed, it required a bit of digging
to get the news. Roosevelt usually
gave us something which, even U
it wasn't news, had a strong human
interest appeal. Even If it were only
a striking simile like the one Roose-
velt used in connection with lend-
lease.
(You may remember, he said that
if a neighbor's house was on fire.
you naturally would lend him your
hose if his weren't long enough, not
only to help him save his home but
also to keep your own from catch-
ing fire. And you wouldn't demand
payment for its use. After the fire
was out the neighbor would give
back the hose or pay for it with
whatever he had to offer in return.)
Even the anti-Roosevelt papers
would have to report stories like
that, whether they agreed with the
idea behind them or not.
And if Roosevelt hadn't any spe-
cific comment OK the important
news of the day, he frequently would
make use of a parable or give us a
homily, which showed us how he
was thinking on the subject, some-
thing that managed to get his ideas
over and furnish us with the back'
ground we needed to interpret the
daily happenings.
We talked the 100th press confer-
.ence over, lamenting that nothing
had come out of it which would clar-
ify the Greek-Turkish aid program.
We regretted that President Truman
hadn't injected • little more of him-
self into the meeting. It would nave
been to the advantage of the news
folk, the program itself. the peo-
ple who were trYing to get support
for it. .
Of course, there was reason for
Mr. Truman's reticence. He hitd
been criticized early in his adminis-
tration for answering some ques-
tions too glibly. He had suffered
Newspaper men and radio casters crowd eagerly about President
Truman in sue St his 100 press conferences.
demands; we asked for but got "no
comment" on a number of bills "in
the works" because the President
won't talk about "pending legisla-
tion"-and he applied the same rule
to the Greek-Turkish affair. •
We also were handed a good laugh
out of comment on the famous faux
pas made by Gael Sullivan, deputy
chairman of the national Democrat-
ic committee while the President
was away. Sullivan almost disrupt-
ed ''bi-partisan foreign policy" by
writing to the Republican national
committee chairman and asking for
a joint statement supporting the Tru-
man plan on Greek aid.
When somebody asked if Sullivan
was thinking of resigning there was
considerable gaiety.
There were a number of other
questions which elicited some minor
stories but no screaming headlines
Here's Point for
Better Roads
Last year, some 34,677.000 tons of
milk were hauled over rural roads
on the journey to milk plants and
dealers, according to a report from
  Public Roads the  administration cit-
ed by Charles M. Upham of the
American Road Builders' associa• GENEROUS GIFTS'
Figures show the nation is us-
Ing 13 billion pounds more of milk
aid various dairy products at pres-
ent than in prewar years. During toe
prewar years, 1936 to 1940. the aver-
age yearly tonnage of milk gong
over rural roads was 21.287.000. In
1945, 101.5 billion pounds of milk
were sold from farms, returning
$3 070.380.000 to our farmers. a good
percentage of their annul cash in-
come. 
mfro spontan
suit he is no
littje too far
s replies. As. a re-
perhaps leaning a
ackwards.
The White House press and radio
conference is a great institution It
provides a. medium for bringing the
people and their government nearer
'together than any other medium
which exists, except perhaps the rar-
er "fireside chat." Nothing like it
exist's anywhere else in the world.
But it is not an easy thing to handle.
The correspondents are there to get
every scintilla of news which they
think will interest their readers and
listeners. The President' is there to
reveal only what he thinks is his
duty to release in the public good.
And he is also there to present his
side of all questions so that his ad-
ministration appears in the best
light.
President Roosevelt was a past
master at the art. He seldom re-
fused to answer a question, for that
just meant "no news." He preferred
to feint and dodge in a manner
that produced some kind of an an-
swer which would suit his ends.
President Truman has chosen to go
into a clinch rather than feint or
risk a wild haymaker.
NEW BLOOD FOR AILING FOAL ... Blood transfusions are no nov-
elty now, even in the animal world. This tiny colt, suffering from a
joint infection, is being given a blood transfusion.
Strikes for Food
Coal miners in Germany's Ruhr
area are striking for larger food
rations for themselves and their
families. This region is in the Brit-
ish zone. More than 300.000 miners
have been off the job at various
times in demonstrations against
what they consider inadequate food
allowances. Most of the Ruhr's 170
mines have been idle at some time
or other during the past two weeks.
The Ruhr is the heart of industrial
Germany, containing coal and iron
mines, steel mills and other heavy
industries.
British authorities have been ap-
pealing, for the most part futilely,
to the miners to remain on the job.
The situation has been getting
worSe for some time, largely as a
result of British inability to obtain
and transport large enough quanti-
ties of foodstuffs to maintain a min-
imum subsistence diet. Heavy
workers feel the lack even more
acutely, and trouble has been brew-
ing all winter.
Curtailment of coal output has
serious consequences, not only for
Germany, but for 13 European
countries now receiving 10 per cent
of the German coal production.
Electric power reductions soon will
become necessary in these nations,
it is feared. In an effort to ease the
situation, British authorities are
rushing all available food from
other parts of their zone.
BRITAIN:
Peacetime. Draft
Recognizing the threat to peace
that the Russian foreign policy pre-
sents to Britain, as well as to all
the world, the parliament passed a
peacetime conscription bill, dis-
tasteful as this is to the Labor gov-
ernment. A curious alignment com-
bined to force passage of the bill as
Conservatives joined with Laborites
to vote the act through. There was
embarrassment on both sides, for
many of the Labor party members
had voted against conscription at
the beginning of the war. The Con-
servatives. led by Winston Church-
ill, reluctantly favored a bill spon-
sored by the party they ardently
dislike. Liberals and certain paci-
fist Laborites voted "no" on bill.
The national service bill extends
the present conscription laws for
five years beYond January 1. 1949
It provides for 18 months of active
service for all -men 18 to 26, and
five and a half years of part-time
service.
COAL MINES:
Closed as Dimgerous
Five hundred and eighteen gov-
ernment-operated soft coal - mines
have been closed down as unsafe by
Secretary of the Interior Krug.
They will remain closed for an in-
definite period, until inspections in-
dicate that they are "reasonably
safe." Representatives of miners'
unions also will pass on the safety
element in each mine.
About 40.000 miners are employed
in the 518 dangerous mines. The
greatest risk, Secretary Krug said,
is from explosive gas and dust. The
The highway plays the major role
in the transportation of milk from
the farm to the plant or dealer-
and to the customer. Upham points
out.Forty-nine of our large,cities
receive every drop of milk by high-
way as do 54.000 commUraties that
depend upon the highway for their
e,.tire food supply.
other 2,013 . mines under federal Con-
trol have reopened. It is estimated
that coal output has been reduced
about one-sixth by the closing order.
John L. Lewis. who was testify-
ing before a house labor subcom-
mittee when Secretary Krug issuri
the order. commented. ;
"I point out that SecretarY KM%
is doing now what he should hafts
done ever since the safety code be-
came effective. He's started to en-
force his own code after Ill deaths."
EDITOR'S NOTE: This newspaPes,
through special arrangement with the
Washington Bureau of Western News-
paper Union at 1616 Eye Street, N. W.,
Washington, D. C., is abl• to bring
readers this weekly column on prob-
lems ol the veteran and Mt' ViCt1041116
nod his family. Questions may he ad-
dressed to the above Bureau and they
will be answered in • subsequent col-
umn. No replies can be made direct by
mail,bsit only in the column u bich Will
topper en this neu spoof, regularly.
Education and Training
As of March 1, applications from
veterans for education and training
under laws administered by the Vet-
erans' administration totaled 5.842,-
290. VA announced.
Of this number, 5.182,523 had ap-
plied for education arid training un-
der the G.I. bill and 659.767 for vo-
cational rehabilitation under Public
Law 18 for disabled veterans.
In February, for the first time
since the program got underway
In July, 1944, applications for on-the-
Job training showed a decrease to-
taling slightly more than 2,000.
School and college courses account-
ed for 71 per cent of all trainees.
All World War II veterans with 90
days active service and a discharge
r other than dishonorable are eligible
for education and training under the
G.I. bill and veterans with less than
90 days service if discharged for
service-incurred disability are eligi-
ble. The benefits include a calendar
year of education plus the equivalent
of Um time spent it! Wive service
between September Id. l940; and the
end of the war, with a maximum of
411 months.
ICELAND:
Ash Ruins Farms
Ashes from the furiously eruuting
Mount Hekla are ruining pastures
In a large area around the cone,
which is situated in southern lee-
land. The volcanic dust is thrre
inches thick, and constantly getting
deeper. It is feared that 17 farMs,
20 to 30 miles from the volcano, wills
be ruined.
Three main volcanic craters are,
active. Streams of lava two milest
wide and 48 feet high are flowilig
from the mountain. Boulders hurled
into the air explode like artillery
shells. Farmers are slaughteripg
their livestock and moving out !gat
the ash-coverd area.
RADAR:
Tests are being made at the
Washington, D. C. and Chicago air-
ports to determine how practical
the ground approach control meth-
od is for commercial aviation. TVs
method, found successful by the
army and navy air corps, employs
radar to guide planes to a safe
landing.
Experiments will be conducted
also at New York snd eventuallylat
other leading airports. The test pe-
riod will continue, according to
Civil Aeronautics administration Of-
ficials, until it is determined to what
extent radar could be used te sup-
plement or substitute for instrument
landings.
BOTTLE BABIES . . . Miss Avis
Gunderson feeds three baby Cali-
fornia black bears, whii-h were
found in the redwood forests near
Villas, Calif., and given to San
Francisco zoo.
merican Money Flows Abroad
WASHINGTON.-As evidence ofais
the huge amounts of American
money being poured into foreign
countries, the commerce department
estimates that residents of the Unit-
ed States sent $296.900.000 to
friends and relatives in other coun-
tries during 1946. In addition, gift
parcels valued at $125,500,000 were
sent abroad last year.
The actual money sent was $10,-
500.000 more than in 1945 and $100,-
000.000 more than in 1944, the de-
partment said.
Nearly half of the 1940 money, or
1143,800,000, went to tierope. while
$86,500,000 went to people in Canada,
Mexico and Latin America; 11.900,-
000 to Africa; $60.000,000 to Asia,
and $4,700,000 to Australia and other.
Pacific ocean islands.
Among individual countries. Mex-
ico got the largest sum, $44,000.000.
Much of this represented money
earned in this country by Mexican
workers-largely engaged in farm
work-and sent home to their fami-
lies.
Other large sums went out as fol-
lows:
Italy, $26.000,000; China, $20.000,-
000; Hongkong, $24,600,000; Great
Questions and Answers
, Q. I lost • son on Lawson island
pin INS. I get his insurance each
menth. • small check. What I would
like to know is, is there any way I
can get • lump sum of about $3,11011
or NAM at once so I could buy a
home: or farm?-Mrs. hi. M., Lub-
bock, Tex,
• A. No, there Is no way for you to
change the insurance payments un-
less congress revises the law. A re-
cent revision of the law provided
that servicemen could change their
insurance policies so beneficiaries
could receive lump sums, but this
applies only to veterans who change
their policies before death. It is pos-
sible that you might use these month-
ly checks as collateral for the loan
of a lump sum in order to purchase
a home or a farm.
Q. We would like to get our son
out of the army. We signed his pa-
pers but since his enlistment we
have suffered financial reverses and
his father Ls seriously Ill. The bey
is needed here at home much more,
I am sure, than he is needed in the
army. Can you tell us what to do?
-Mrs. A. N. C., Ocala, Fla.
A. Your best bet is for your son
to tell his immediate commanding
officer, his personnel officer and his
chaplain of the conditions at home
and if he can prove what is called
a hardship or dependency case,
there is • chance he may be re-
leased. Since in many cases the
army asks the Red Cross to invest-
gut. such cases, it might be well
for you to contact your local Red
Cross and enlist their aid for a re-
port which they can send to your
son's commanding officer to back up
his story.
Q. Are members of the WAC eli-
gible to take a course in vocational
retutbilitation?-Mrs. J. D., McAles-
ter, Okla,
A. Yes, since they were made a
part of the U. S.1 army under Public
Law 110.
Q. Is there ant provision for legal
aid at the expense of the govern-
went if a veteran is not getting
what's coming to him?-A. J. R..
Norfolk. Va. .
A. There is no law which provides
that the government shall pay for
the services of a lawyer in behalf
of any veteran. However, if a vet-
eran considers the services of a law-
yer necessary and he is not inclined
to retain a personal attorney, it May
be borne in mind that associated
with each selective service system
local board, there is an advisory
board for registrants, which May
have one or more lawyers in Its
membership. In many communities
the American Legion, Amvets and
Veterans of Foreign Wars provide
free legal service for veterans and
also in many communities there is
a local bar committee on war work
'ter veterans. The American Bar as-
sociation has assisted in organiza-
tion of such local committees to pro..
vide for legal assistance to mem-
bers and veterans of the alined
forces and their dependents. State
bar associations also have protided
similar committees.
Britain and Northern Ireland. $17.• Q. I am a widow of a World War
400,000; Bermuda and other Britjsh n marine. I received government
dependencies in the Caribbean, $42,- inaurance up until I recently' rso
200.000; Canada, $11.700,opej married. Since then I have mil re-
celved my monthly payment or any
word. Is it possible payments aim
discontinued at the time of a wid-
ow's remarriage?-Mrs. R. T. C..
Daytonaremarriage A. 
y our m
should have
no effect on your 
youra
veteran husband's
Insurance and you should continue
to receive it. Suggest you write to
Abe insurance Division of the Vet-
grans' Administration. Washington
D. C.
Persons in Greece, for which enn-
gress now is considering loan aid.
got $11,000.000 from people in tiiis
country. The sum of $10.800,000 went
to Switzerland, $10,700,000 to Swe-
den. $10,300.000 to Spain and N.300.•
000 to Palestine.
United States residents senn$600.-
000 to Russia and the same amount
to Egypt, the smallest sums recdrd•
ed for any place listed in the report.
Released by Western Newspaper Union
INFLATION HARMS SAVER,
BENEFITS GOVERNMENT
A reader, George Treadwell, see.
retary of Rotary club No. 1, Chi}
cago, sends me an authorless clip*
ping which, he says, sounds like
something I had written. The little ,
story was supplies! to ,the Rotarhu4
by Dan D. Clinton of Houston. Tex.,
who said he had heard or read it.
Thanks for the compliment,
"Tread." but I cannot claim to be
the" daddy of the waif, although I
wish I could. That little piece so
aptly describes the conditions of
these times-today, tomorrow and,
next year-that I am swiping it te
pass along to other readers. Here it
is as printed in the Rotarian under
the title, -What's Inflation?":,
"A man who ran a small
chicken ranch needed wheat for
his chickens, so he went to work
for a farmer one day a week.
The farmer paid him $.5 • day.
He used the SSA.* buy wheal
from the farmer at $1 a bnalteL
So, every day he took home five
bushels of wheat.
"One day he said to the farm-
er. 'I've got to have more
money. I'm going to charge you
$6 a day for my work.' I know
how it is,' said the farmer, 'I've
got to have more money for my
wheat. Starting today, wheat
will coat you $1.20 a bushel.' So
the man worked one day a week
for The farmer, and at the end
of the day took home five bush-
els of wheat.
"A little while later, the matt
said his wages would have to go .1
up to S7.59 a day - and UM
farmer put the price of wheat
up I. $1.50 a bushel. So the man
continued to work one day a
week with the farmer and at the
end of the day he brought home
five bushels of wheat.
"After a while his wages got
op to $10 a day, and he paid S2
a bushel for his wheat. The
farmer said to his wife, 'Isn't it
wonderful? I'm getting twice
as much for my wheat as I used
to.' The man with the chicker
ranch said to his wife. 'Isn't It
wonderful? I'm getting twice
the wages I used to Irel-'
"Puzzle - who's ahead? No-
body. Who's behind? The peo-
ple with savings in the bank.
The people with government
bonds. The people with Maur-
ance policies."
It is at that $2 a bushel wheat
price, and the $10 a day wage se*
that Senator Taft suggests we sta-
bilize our economic standards. To
do so means just what this little
story so aptly illustrates. It would
tandardize the dollar at about 30
cents as compared with predepres-
sion values.
There is one who will win. That
one is our Uncle Samuel. He has
sold billions of dollars of war bonds
to his nieces and nephews. They
patriotically invested the savings
they made from their predepression
100-cent dollars, hut at a 60-cent
dollar value. Now it is suggested
that Uncle Samuel pay off Use
nieces and nephews in 30-cent value
dollars.
That may be a popular procedure
for those who have products or la-
bor to sell, but it will be hard on
those who have only the savings Of
100-cent dollars on which to live.
whether those savings be invested
in Uncle San's war bonds, in sav-
ings accounts, insurance policies or
other things from which returns do
not increase to compensate for the
difference between a 100-cent and a
30-cent dollar. On that deal Uncle
Sam is tlie one winner, but we. col-
lectively. are Uncle Sam.
'ARMED INSURRECTION'
An illominating paragraph from
the Communistic textbook, issued
as instructions to party workers by
the Third International, with head-
quarters in Moscow: -The task of
the party is to lead the working
class to the revolutionary struggle
for power. This is done by carrying
on propaganda in favor of increas-
ingly radical slogans, and by organ-
izing mass action, including strikes
and demonstrations, strikes and
armed demonstratiohs, and finally
the general strike with armed in-
surrection." In America the party
workers have reached the stage of
"strikes and demonstrations." and
Se moving towards "armed dem-
onstrations."
• • •
MANUFACTURERS, large or
1
small, who unnecessarily increase
their prices in order to increase
their earnings beyond a "stay in
business- point, are helping to in-
vite that inflation of which we are
so fearful.
THE soap box orators of Trafal-
gar Square. London, had much to
do with socializing England. Will
we permit the same thing to happen
here?
• • •
TOURING can be enjoyable until
a tire goes flat. •
• • •
WE can have freedom for the
workers, the right of each In-
dividual to work at the job be
wishes, only after congress has
outlawed the closed shoo and
ts., check off system
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Courteous
First Singer-Did you notice 
how
my voice filled the 
hall last night'
Second Singer-I noticed 
several
people leaving to make 
room for
it.
Press Time
Farmer-And this is the cider Press,
0,4 30,.
City Visitor-How onteresting. And
u hen do you run off the next 
sdason.1
That's 'That!
Mack-Any similarity between
you and a human being is 
purely
coincidental.
Jack-Thanks, and we're pot
even related.
There's the barber who uses his
Scissors for sheer pleasure.
Natural Result
Teacher-Fritz. your essay titled
"Mother" is just the same as your
brother's. .
Fra7-Yes'm : you see we have
the same mother.
DOGS, CATS,  PETS, ETC.__
--- -
REGISTERED LITTER ENGLISH SET-
TER PUPPIES. Peerless Ghost blood
- lines. ReservaLooss accented APrIl IS de-
livery. Terms if desired. Guaranteed sat-
•Mfactlon. P.O. liaai 1121. Daemon, Sawa.
FARMS AND RANCHES
OWNIMIL SAYS SELL,,
on or part of 1.300 acre plantation. be-
tween Sledge and Crapahaw,Mies. Rich
delta land Terms. 431110„ W. MILL.
110 Vietoe Side.. Uassaa.clar 4. /11••••el.
- 
- -
HELP WANTED—MEN
_
INSTRAUCTOR with B.S. Degree with se
hours in agriculture for Veterans Pea-
rl am Salary 113.000 plus trkvel.= to
J. F. BROWN. 111•11aa4
Reiland. N. - - - Phan* IN
HOME FURNISHINGS & APPLL
Doers. (inside & out I, windows. sheetroek.
asbestos siding, bathtubs, lavatories, corn
modes kitchen sinks 'mine. del. Pie.
pamphlet. MAIMIlilig Sr.... Lebasons. Yeas.
FOR W. We send complete parts to mato
Beautiful Table LAMP Anyone can assem-
ble. Only screwdriver reaulred. Jos:-
RICK CO.. is? E. Ittis St., New York.
INSTRUCTION
PITA ORLI:ANS NAVIGATION •
MARINE ENGINEERING SCHOOL
Preparation for all grades el
Manne Licenses.
G 1. Approved -
1525 Magasi•• St Copal INS
Ma Win Erb', Our PYRAMID trusztat.
&I 00 brines an assortment of pumlos
VICTOR FRU5TIER1
115 Colombia Ave. - Pinwale. N.
- -
THIS OFFER Caul Last Lour. „Seed See
<today for your pair of steel ri..,lues, 5-a5 •
ART HOBBY PROP
212 W. Rielunived Ft. Worth, Togas.
MODEL II NASH 6-spindle sander, re
volt, 3 phase% SO cycle. A-1 operating ren-
dition Price 111.300 f.o.b. Rockford.
SUPERIOR SLEEPILITE CORP.
120! N. Sennad St. - Rockford. IL
Telephone Main lint.
RARE ROROSCOPg PERFUMES
Secret of Italian Borgia Sirens, Perwas-
lated Individually Send 51 and yOUI birth
mo. to Joil Flew. 32 N. State. Chileato. Ill•
elYTTQNSIOLE Attachment for Singer and
others 10.95 postpaid, cash with order.
OK COMPANY, Martinsville, Mephitis,
RILTMORE VIBRATOR
At last a Production Block Machine that
will pay for Itself in 30 to 00 days. WELD-
ING Szavvoz, Boa 0414. illakawail. Va.
111.000 TESTED Bronze turkey eggs. ass
guaranteed April. LIS. May, $20
JOEL'S HATCHERY. Selieka. litaaareaa.
=Ace or, se 4C.z$onnolltee-Gelled"
Golf Club. 3.000 feet frontage on Concrete
Highway. Excellent for development. wiii
sell whole or Part. C. P. AYEGNO. 455
Car•odoilet at., New Orimum, Lushness.
FOR BALE: New .10411 Laundry grossing
111.200 per week. Modem 14 Unit Court,
Gas Station and Restaurant. Indepsadomt
Gas Station Pumping 20.000 gal terr
month. Modern Court and Lkiucur Store
Several good cotton, corn & been farm.
Modern 42 room Hotel. Restaurant A else
Utility Store. Write: J. D. SIDWISLL.
Broker. Box 22. ellwaNia. Miwimut.
SEEDS. PLANTS, ETC-
Field Grows Verbena, la different Minns.
100 plants-$i. carpi. Olkarysantbennams.
colors, 50 plants-M. Shasta mei Wider
Daisies 50-21. Eatire collection .22.511 sees-
paid. VIOLA coRtiost, Genie. ittateania.
CANNA Bulbs. -The President" large
beautiful red. King Humbert yellow 55 per
100. MRS. GEO, BANKLA, Jonesboro. 111-
Many TnIney"Sufferers
Suffer DELUSIONS
They think their bacisacbas, lag P•4111, ties
painful passages are due primarily to
kidneys. That'. not so: Pie real cause
siownly biodcirr irruatuats. To eon nom yoarsalf
40th,,, • switch from kidney-etim Want -only Pills
So linty I the new kidney-bladder) Pill.. They
nimalsta kidneys. too; BUT FAH MORE IM-
PORTANT they have• Powerful. direct "Ile"
effect to allay Wachter irritauoa,
be amazed at bow Yoity PALI give malniur,
auger biasing reLef. Aak drumpit for Foie,
Pills to be sure to get pins with bladder soda-
live
-scum. Crileas you and them far more
DouaLS YOLU MONET
SACK.
Spray via Blatt lad 40. Cas
soon ia S giflo, of *sus mita C.,
us ellectin
Mask leaf 40 1111110 coat:ob. lad homer%hat sainis„ thngt, Early hap, The baga.magswina4 bugs and .
issocia.
TOBACCO 11T-PlODUCTS & 0
tatilitAttlitkillteltIOSATE11
Lailime 2 Iniansio
• ; •
•
Read Your
Home Town
Newspaper
—EYES EXAMINED
—GLASSES FITTED
DR. A. L. LINDSEY
Office At
Undsey's Jewelry Store
MAYFIELD, KY.
FILBECK & CANN
FUNERAL HOME
Telephone 4681
s••••••••••••W•ve••• 4.-'••••"`•••IWNre'sdr"...0"Nre•-•
TREAS LUMBER CO.
Lumber, Millwork, Doors, Builders Hordwave, Paint
"From Foundation to Roof—
We Have It"
PHONE 2301 BENTON, KY.
frigkAaiaAaiaikkalikkialO;
THE
TRIBUNE
DEMOCRAT
Has Served Marshall
County For Over
Fifty Years
We Do
BOOK AND JOB
PRINTING
4a
THE TRIBITNE,-DPAIOCR AT. RENTON. KENTITry,-
DIA* Mr( ale, private deter Live, Is
guarding the wedding presents sir the
ItIgelow nian•lon. While be Is talking
With wealthy old Miss Adelaide Bigelow,
they hear a shot. A moment later, Cart
Vallaincourt, the bridegroont•twbe. dies
hi the front hallway. McCale slips away
before the police arrive, and hurries Lu
Valialorourt's apartment to search It for
clues. There he meets Shari Lynn, a
singer, and former wife of Valinincourt.
She apparently knows of the shootine.
and betrays herself ander McCale's
eles/er questioning. He notes that she
wears a eeeee dress as did the woman
he saw running away from the scene.
Shari admits that she was nearby when
Vallaincourt was shot.
CHAPTER IX
-
"He was a tong way ahead of
am. There was another dame corn-
ing up over the Hill road that meets
the path heras on at the gate by
the Bigelow house."
-You're sure of that, Miss Lynn?
Remember, you may be making a
dangerous accusation."
Rage flared up in her. She
jumped up
"Datigerous accusation," she
screamed. "I should say it was.
She killed him - that little blue-
blood. Killed him. I tell you I saw
her. He's dead. Dead!"
He crossed to her quickly, shak-
ing her by the shoulders.
"Take it easy. "You're in a spot
yourself. Whoever it was that met
Vallaincourt at that gate had on
A green suit or dress."
Angrilly she brushed his hands
from her arms, faced him.
"I know that. She had on a green
suit. I saw it. But I was a long
way off, I tell you. You're not get-
ting me for this just because 'I'm
wearing this green thing. I wouldn't
have killed Curt. God, I loved him.
I loved him."
Her body sagged away from him.
Her voice was low and harsh, was a
cry of despair, as though her throat
were all burned out.
McCale left Shari Lynn slumped
on the couch. He knew it was use-
less to talk to her any more.
She wouldn't be of any help.
He went quickly through an or-
nate bedroom which had a fabulous
connecting bath of chromium and
glass. There were two closets of
expensive hnen and haberdashery.
He had never seen so many shirts,
ties, shoes, socks, and collars out-
side a department store. And he
went through everything.
But there wasn't a single thing
to give him a lead, to use as evi-
dences-not a letter, a receipt, a
bill-not even a stray address. The
murdered man had played it pretty
smart and close to the ground.
Disgruntled, he went back Into
the living room and out the front
door.
It was ninedIfteen when the buzz-
er in McCale's outer office an-
nounced a late caller. McCale
laughed, "How are you. Bart?"
Donlevy Trades
Some Knotcledge
"Ready to take you over the
hurdles for sneaking out on me this
afternoon." Donlevy's smile be-
lied his growl.
McCale smiled back at him
steadily. He liked the man. He
had the look of careful grooming
not often associated with the police.
You would place him at about for-
ty; a large man, bulking powerful
and tall against the heavy door. He
was of the new school of officers so
widely heralded but often ridiculed
-college bred, scientifically trained
and carefully chosen.
"I'm not really sore," he began.
“I only wondered why you took a
powder when you and Adelaide
Bigelow were practically the only
eye witnesses to this ghastly busi-
ness. It dawned on me very so=
when I found no keys on the
corpse that you'd gone to Vallain-
court's apartment to steal a march
on me. Was that nice?" He raised
an eyebrow facetiously.
"Not nice, but necessary from
any point of view. I've got second
look before-after your squad has
fine-toothed a place-and there's
never been a hairpin left for us fel-
lows."
"What exactly did you find from
being first this time?"
"Nary a clue. The place was as
clean as a bone. Beyond getting
a good idea of what the lad who
lived there was like, there wasn't
a false whisker for my trouble."
"The setup he had was quite re-
vealing. wasn't it? Pure Hollywood
-hall DeMille, half Dorothy Drap-
er. Very suggestive. Is that all
you have found?"
"I found a woman."
McCale never felt it •ccom-
plished anything to hold out on Don-
levy. It only promoted misunder-
standing and ill feeling. It was
much better to get the evidence
first. That was all.
He watched the quick interest
flash across Donlevy's eyes before
he controlled it, before he said casu-
ally, "I would call that a clue,
Duke."
"Well?" he questioned.
• "Shari Lynn, the chanteuse, at
present of the Latin Quarter and
The Abbey."
"Urrun-I've beard of her."
McCale went on, then, to tell of
his encounter with the night club
singer. He told it all, what she had
said, how she had looked, bringing
Ii. complete picture before Don-
levy in e manner that. insured ithe
detective of every detail
"You think then," the lieute4a7a
queried when at last McCale
silent. "that there was an old af-
fair between them? Sorneihinit in
your telling it makes me feel pou
are convinced that it was not
reeent-something flaring up again
after a long time."
McCale nodded. He closed rhis
eyes a moment, then opened line,
as if the other still shutterecil.. an
inner thought. "I'm sure' of it."
he said. "I'm sure you'll find that
they may even have been man and
wife at one time-that they have
never been out of touch with each
other lodnge
.'Don I 
for
 evy digested this. "Then."
"Oh sure. Lynn was back there
after any letters bf hers that Val-
laihcourt may have kept. I don't
think there were any there, how.-
ever. There wasn't even a stray
phone number chalked on the bath-
room wall, if you get what I mean."
"Quite. It was exactly as if the
place had been cleaned of evkry-
thing by the boy himself. Kink of
disappointing, what? Because ffom
everything we know, it dosn't
seem as though that kind of gent
would ever destroy a compromising
missive of any kind whatever.'
"Take it easy. You're In a spot
yourself."
"True. There is the possibility of
a safe deposit box at some bank."
"That's been checked. He had a
small balance at a downtown bank,
but no box of any kind."
McCale hunched himself over his
glass for a minute, musing. ,
"It becomes veil confusing, then.
For he must have got rid of every-
thing last night or today. .,Before"
-he stared unwinkingly at the rim
of his glass-"just before he ,went
to his death."
A long minute went by, while the
fire crackled merrily in the grate-
while each one of the three thought
his own thoughts about this conjec-
ture. It was Donlevy who finally
shrugged it away with a sour look.
Duke McCale paused in front of
the big man. Donlevy. The gray-
haired police inspector looked up
at him and said, "I suppose in re-
turn for your information you ,want
to be brought up to date."
"That's only fair," McCale
smiled.
Donlevy had never once let him
down in a matter of thia kind,
though he covered it always with
an air of assumed ill grace.
Suspicion Settles
On Veronica
"Here it is, then, for what it's
worth," he said. "There was, in
the Bigelow house at the time of
the murder, besides Aldelaide Bige-
low and yourself, the cook, an up-
stairs maid, and the butler, King.
The cook was preparing dinner.
The maid, Kitty Shane, was hang-
ing around the kitchen. They're
out, obviously. No motive, no op-
purtunity. King was fixing a- tray
of hors d'oeuvres for the 4usual
cocktail hour. He's out for the same
reason. None of them saw or beard
a thing until the prolonged ringing
of"About beo 11."five minutes aftes the
cruising car got there, I arrived. It
was then about twenty minutes
since Vallaincourt had been shot,
Shortly after that, the family be-
gan to wander in and I questioned
them in the order of their appear-
ance. Sybil and Stephen, her son,
came in together. She said she had
walked from the church across the
Gardens, stopping at Shackley's
drugstore for cigarettes. She had
chatted a few minutes with the
clerk, whom she knew. She met
Stephen as she came out of the
store. He had been wandering along
Charles street, just killing time, he
said. Likes to walk in the rain-
that sort of thing."
"There's a jangled lad for you,"
McCale waggled a finger. "Neu-
rone. Worried about his wife. Was
probably out hunting her up, wher-
eve.srybrhileiswnaos.'c
aim, strong pioneer
woman either. Collapse like a bal-
loon at the news. - You'd think Val-
....emeMeammaalielleratileves,
laincourt was her own chee- Id I.
near her rave"
"To get on with it, the Garboish
Karen is quite another ticket. As
masklike and cold as the Snow
Queen. Concerned, but unruffled, if
you know what I mean. She turned
a shade whittir, if that's possible,
but I got the distinct impression
she'd only walk around the corpse
and go on her way. A bit too con-
trolled.
"Victoria was next. She blew in
with a book under her arm. Had
been browsing around the Public
Library-walked home."
McCale purZed his lips. "I imag-
ine she screamed once, made an
inappropriate "remark and had a I
long hooker a whisky on it."
"You are very adroit."
"I've an unusual mind. I gueas." I
said McCale facetiously. "What
crack did she+ make?"
"She looked down at the corpse
in a•kind of tnixture of fright and
sheer excitement and said. Titer,
someone did have the ners.e'."
McCale whistled.
Dorilevy turtned a page. "Chris-
topher Storm0-the guy that didn't
get the girl-or almost didn't.
what, He probably will now. He
swears that he was walking back
and forth along the lower Common
path, hoping to intercept Veronica
on he. way home if she should
come that way. She didn't show,
so he came on up to the house
There's a funny thing, Duke. them
all breaking ap in onesies after the
wedding rehearsal. Oh, well. We
come now to Veronica. the bride.
"Veronica drove up in a cab-the
last to arrive. She was strangely
excited, I thought. She'd been doing
some last minute shopping, saw it
was getting late and got a cab at
the corner of Boylston and Tre-
mont." He hesitated. ". . . she
said." He let his last two words
hang in the air.
A devastating conversational
abyss yawned, for McCale made no
reply. Minutes ticked away. When
he did speak, it was quietly.
"She is the obvious suspect, of
course, Bart The aCcusation of
Shari Lynn; the fact that both Miss
Bigelow and I saw a girl in green
running away from the scene di-
rectly after the murder. Too bad
she should have picked the corner of
Boylston and Tremont street to get
her cab. There are very few shops
there an, as you have noted, the
path running from the gate oppo-
site the Bigelow house, over the hill
by the cannon, ends at that precise
point.
"Hardly coincidence "
McCale shrugged. "Whit about
the weapon?"
"She must have thrown it away."
"Then the area in which ha search
for it is small. A woman cannot
throw too far."
"I know that." A thwarted look
came over Donlevy's craggy face.
"We've had a special squad hunt-
ing it for three hours. So far, not
a sign of it. We've actually ased
floodlights and turned up every fall-
en leaf, emptied every ash barrel in
the park, with no luck."
Where Is the
Murder Gun?
"Than then, for the moment, II
that."
Funny, but McCale's mind seemed
relieved.
The case was dropped momen-
tarily while they talked of pleasant-
er things. It was nearly twelve
when Donlevy stood up to go.
"I rather thought," be said at
the door, "that you were retained
by the old lady Bigelow to get at
the truth. Now. I'm sure you're
hired to protect the girl." He tried
to put it over with a slow smile.
"Nothing of the sort has been
suggested to me, 1 can assure you."
McCale returned his smile sardoni-
cally. "That's the truth."
"Okay. I have my duty to do.
you know."
"I'd find the weapon first."
"Oh, sure, sure. We'll find it."
The echo of Barton Donlevy's
footsteps had hardly died on the
stairs when McCale, standing be-
fore the dying fire. spoke.
"I held out on the torn bit of let-
ter."
"So I see, chief. You don't think
the girl in green was the Veronica
dame, then?"
"Maybe."
There was a silence for a min-
ute, then Rocky said, "They have
not found the rod."
"No." McCale's eyes lighted up
as he looked quizzically at his
friend and employee. He smiled as
though he knew what Rocky was
thinking.
"Didn't you say the gal who ran
away stopped a minute to look back
when she got to the cannon on the
hill?"
"Yes."
"Well, chief," he jumped up,
-you've been waiting to see if I'd
think of it. Of course I have. After
all, I've beard you tell it three
times. That gun ought to be in the
belly of that cannon."
They left the office in a mad rush.
A can deposited them ix: rapid tittle
at the Common entrance. It was
Late *and any police who had been
aearctung for the gun were gone.
ITO BE CONTINUED!
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Beautify YourLinens How to Take Care
-With Spring Flowers Of the New Baby
soNGING UP BAB?
H"E are 18 ways to beautifylinens or clothes! Tulips, pan-
sies and other gay flowers for
vivid, spring-like embroidery.
• • •
Gay designs for important frocks or
linens. Pattern 7111 has transfer of 1$,
3 by 31,:s to 61/4 by 43•4 inches.
Our improved pattern'- visual with
easy-to-see charts and photos, and com-
plete directions-makes needlework easy.
Due to an unusually large demand and
current conditions, slightly more time is
required in filling orders for a few of the
most popular pattern numbers. -
Send your order to:
Sewing Circle Needlecraft Dept.
544 W. Randolph St. Chicago SO, 131,
Enclose 20 cents for pattern.
No 
Nam 
Address
END CONSTIPATION
THIS NATURAL WAY!
Millions Now Take Healthful
Fresh Fruit Drink Instead
of Harsh Laxatives!
It's lemon and water, Yes - just the
)uice of 1 Sunkist Lemon in a glass of
water-first thing on arising.
Taken first thing in the morning,
this wholesome drink stimulates bowel
action in a natural way-assures most
people of prompt, normal elimination.
Why not change to this healthful
habit? Lemon and water is good for
you. Lemons are among the richest
sources of vitamin C, which combats
fatigue, helps you resist colds and
Infections. They also supply Bi and P.
They alkalinize, aid appetite and
digestion. Lemon and water has a
fresh tang, too - clears the mouth,
wakes you up!
Try this grand wake-up drink 10
mornings. See if it doesn't help you!
Use California sitokist Lemons.
To hold your loose uppers and low-
ers comfortably secure an day--and
every day, try dentist's amazing
coven y called STAZZ. Not a "metier
powder! STA= is plessant-to-use
Get 1.5c tubs at druggist
today! Accept no substituteJ
Saida All Day Sr
TOM lesasy lack ISTAIN
Buy and Hold Your
U. S. Savings Bonds
GIRLS! WOMEN!
try this it you're
NERVOUS
On 'CERTAIN DAYS' Of Moab-
Do female functional monthly disturb-
ances make you feel nervous, irritable,
so weak and tired out-at such times?
Then do try Lydia E. Pinktiam•s Vege-
table Compound to relieve such symp-
toms. Its famous for this' Taken regu-
larly - Pinkham's Compound helps
build up resistance against such Mis-
tress. Also • great stomaChic tonic!
'171141 MAWS MCilif
1When YourBack Hurts'And Your Strength sail -
may function that permits
may be caused by disorder.
Energy Is Below PStoinees
wast, to acetonulate. For truly maw
people feel tired, weak and miisseable
when the kidneys fail to remove *seem
sends and other waste matter from ties
blood.
You may suffer nagging backache,
rheumatic pains, headaches, dizziness,
getting up nights, leg pains, swelling.
Sometimes frequent and scanty urina-
tion with smarting and burning is an-
other sign that something is wrong with
the kidneys or bladder.
There should be no doubt that prompt
treatment is wiser than neglect. UM
Den••• a Pals. It is better to rely es a
medicine that has won countrywide ap-
proval than on something less favorably
Doasi's have been tried and tast-
ed many years. Are at all drug stens.
Get Doest's today.
DOAN'S Pills
After-Bath Care
m
ANY new mothers wonder
whether to put oil or powder
pri baby's skin after a bath. Which
you use isn't so important. What
kind you use is vital, however
Some baby powders contain stearate of
rine. If this chemical is inhaled, • serious
and often fatal form of pneumonia der
velops. You can safely use talcum pow-
der
• • •
Taking care of a new baby is a run-
time yob Our new booklet Lilo 203 can
help you in countless nays Send 25 cents
4 coin) for "Baby Care" to Weekly New.-
paper service, 243 West 17th St.. New
York Si. N. V Flint name. address,
booklet title and No. 203.
;ASK
ot
ANOTHER
A General Quiz 
,
4, Is. f.• M1 1,- 0- Cs- ........
The Questions
1. What are the four cities re-
ferred to in the railroad nickname
"The Big Four"?
2, When Caesar crossed the Ru-
bicon, which man did he declare
war upon?
3. What is a digamist?
4. The favorite daughter of Mo-
hammed was called what?
5. Which city is rated the wind-
iest city in the United States!
6. How many traveling carnivals
are there in the United States?
The Answers
1. Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chica-
go and St. Louis.
2. Pompey.
3. If you have married for a sec-
ond time after decease or divorce
of your spouse, you are a digamist.
4. Fatima.
5. Buffalo, N. Y.
6. About 300.
Recommeoied
by Katy DOCTORS
Helps tone up aduk
systems-helps
children build sound
teeth, strong bones.
9000-7AS11/10!
SCOTT'S EMULSION
SONGWRITERS!! 
THE CROWELL MIMIC PUBLISFUNO
COMPANY'S new department offers pro-
faner:teal emiatance and advice on all your
sow in preparing them for aberonercial
sea. Publishing poanbilitie. deterusiumi by
esporta. Free collaboration arresseemants
Send peer amp sal fit) 00 melds tee sae
leer prefeeriewei sermees
Ic POSLEISIII0 Se,
Weed. Theatre Ikelhier& Mb 704
1114 West Illaneelok 51, I, am&
JUNGLE HAMMOCKS
New War Surplus
Node of high rode Poeta for Sr S. S.
Army Complete with ropes and canape lee
protect.. ogamst IVIOIQVI/04111 eel mime in-
sects. Comes individually pocked. 5495
blegry for immediate shipmemg,
Add 10% for Postage.
ROKO COMPANY
725 SUMO,. KANSAS WT, 1110.
WEED BURNER S3L0
Barns weeds, break lights Brea, heats ester
mores and many other noes, the modern way.
• tomise attachment on present aqui meant sad
sheep feel ati smalls all this posalble. guar-
anteed to minimum extreme. Owner of
the device win rye ow profits to Saddam Ms eee
redwood log mural and modem seam& powered
tweedoeeting emus.. Meese. therekeverder
ss. nesnia. MI WS MIMI Mi. Se=
ADVERTISING
• ADVERTISING
represents the leadership of
a nation. It points the way.
We merely follow—follow to
new heights of comfort, of
convenience, of happiness.
As time goes on advertis-
ing is used more and more,
and as it it used more we
all profit more. It's the way
advertising has—
of bringing a profit to
everybody concerned,
the consumer included
•
•
I.
_
•
SINGER REPRESENTA-
TIVE Will be in Benton
loch Thursday. We are a-
!snipped to repair any make
Sewing machine. All won
guaranteed. Phone 2311 or
bring yeur machine to the
Western Auto Associated
Store, Benton. Cash paid for
old Singers. ml7rst
FOR D. D. T. SPRAYING for
houses, barns and other build-
thga Phone 3271.
0
0
015 Solid Metal Lawn Chairs .
g Ribbon Steel Lawn Chairs SRibbon Steel porch Swing
1 with Chairs  3.95
Wood Porch Swings 
S
0
O with Chairs  7.95 8© Wood Settee . . 
 6.95 a'
4.25 :O Wood Lawn Chairs 
@ Ice Refrigerators  47.45 up ©
@ Ice Chest  , O 16.50 ©© 1 gal. Thermos Jugs  3.95 ©
O 36 in. Lumite Screening, per yd. 90c 8
® 25 D D T (Pestroy), per qt.   1.49 :
g Riley's Stock Spray, per gal.   1.15 ©O No. 5 National Pressure ©
0 Canners  17.85 ©@© Presto Cookers  11.95
C) Aluminum Dish Pans  1.50 up :
O White Outside S & W Paint ©O 3 gal lots • per gal. 5.25 i001 Kemtone, all colors  per gal. 3.49 ©
6 lb. Cryolite Bean Beetle dust 1.35 ©
4 lb. Arsenite of Lead  , 1.25 ©
All kinds Household Fly Spray. ©©
,
Bargains in Bedroom Suites, Sofa @
1
, Beds, Sofa Bed Suites, Mattresses ©
and bed springs. Chifferobes and 8©0 Breakfast Suites. ©© Apex Vacuum Cleaners   69.00 ©
6 50 lb. cans Krey Pure Lard ... 12.50 ©
Can Peas & Beans, per can .... 10c ©
3 boxes Salt or Soda  10c 8©50 oz. can Baking Powder   39c ©
Shop with us first and
Save Time and Money.
Wadlington PIANOS — New Spinets $490 plaee
rts' with bench. Used Kimball,
 
 Jesse French, Chickering and
dwelling. Desirably located in
Benton. Three baths, two gar-
ages, large corner lot.
Geo. E. Long
J6-20c Benton, Ky.
RADIO - Expert servce by
an Authorized Radiotrician.
Philco Radio and Batteries. I
D. A. ModrellI
At Benton AutoExchange.
J6rts Phone 3641. Benton, Ky.
Adding Machines,
Equipment.
HOT WEATHER CASH SPECIALS
©©©©©0@©©©©@©©10@©@@0©
 
©
rt IS TM PRI•4476 06XMI
CE4cc
HEATHS
mvslialat
—AT HEATH'S— ©
Harry Edwards
St. Phone 4431
Paducah, Ky.
FOR SALE - General Electric
Drink-box, four compartments.
6 feet long. See
Ray Brandon
At Spillway on U. S. 68
5 miles north of Benton.
m23j13p
FOR SALE or TRADE — Ben-
ton Coffee Shop small farm
A. C. Bailey
Coffee Shop
FOR SALE — 130 acre farm,
completely limed, some timber.
House newly papered, new air-
cured tobacco barn. Well, spring
two ponds, plenty of stock wa-
ter. Telephone and access to
REA service. Four miles from
Benton, near Brazeel School.
Tom Harrison
Benton, Ky., Rte. 2.
Benton for sale. See J13p
o ,
0. E. r 
Ky.Sent 
• - -
FOR SALE — 4 room tiouse,
'n acre ground, garage, toilet, J/3P
east of Briensbuig on
58. See
Wilson lienson
Benton, ,Route 4 or
H. T. DdWning
1404 HelOn St.
Detroit (7), Mich.
17'z mile
highway
WANTED— Will pay cash for
limited number of German
army Rifles. Can also use
some of the German Luger-
P38 and Mauser Pistols. Bring
them to Lee's Service Station.
Hardin, Kentucky. m23j13p.
OAK LUMBER-FOR—SALE --
Oak lumber of "all and any di-
mensions for sale, seven miles
from Mayfield on Bacusburg
Road. Thirty thousand feet of)
lengths up to 18 feet is on the!
yard for delivery.
F. G. Holland,
35 - 19c Hardin, Ky.I
liLeiN WANTED—Good openingl
in Northeast Graves and East i
McCracken counties. 3091 fami-
lies. Sell, deliver Rawleigh Prod-
lets. Products sold 25 years.
Year around, steady work; large
lrofits. Car essentiaL Write Raw-
eigh's, Dept. KYL-18-137A, Free-
)ort, Ill., or see Edw. Starks.,
Rardin, Ky.
J3-rts
FOR SALE — Bottle Gas
Ranges, full size $119.50. Apart-
-rnent Size $84.50. Table Top
Oil Range $79.95. Cash or
terms.
RILEY FURNITURE 8z APPLI-
ANCE COMPANY.
Murray Ky.
FOR SALE—Quaker Oil Heat-
ers. sizes to suit your needs.
be ready for winter. Cash or
terms.
RILEY FURNITURE & APPLI-
ANCE COMPANY.
Murray Ky.
FOR SALE — Kitchen Cabinets
and Sinks: 54. 60 and 72 inch.
Cash or terms.
RILEY FURNITURE & APPLI-
ANCE COMPANY.
Murray Ky.
FOR SALE — Living Room
Suites, in Velour and Mohair.
Priced from $139.50 to $198.50.
Cash or terms.
RILEY FURNITURE Ite APPLI-
ANCE , COMPANY.
Murray
© FOR
metal
0 !RILEY
• Murray
TON g FOR SA
g Randolph
,D) ltc
NOTICECXXXXX)©©©©05CXXDCXXD©©,
MONUMENTS OF ALL DES-
CRIPTION FOR SALE.
W. T. MANN
MARBLE & GRANITE IWKS.
General Deliverypaducah
j13-6p •
No More Restriction on Fuller
Merchandise. Now we have- op-
portunity for ambitious full
time Dealer for Marshll and
Livingston counties. Sales high-
est in history. Car and, refer-
ence necessary. For full parti-
culars, write The Fuller Brush
Co., 502 Grien Bldg., 'Evans-
ville. Ind. 313-20p
FOR SALE — $8 acre ,more
or less. Good 3 r5om hose and
stock barn, also other out build-
ings. Will sell reasonable. Lo-
cated 1,i mile from Glade on,
old Benton and Hardin Road.'
Coleman Hunt:
J13p Benton, Ky. Rte, 1,!
FOR Sale — One business house
25 X 90 feet located in IBenton,i
Ky. on the south side c(f Courti
Square.
ltp Cell 4842
•
Horsemanship Classes:
If interested in taking riding
lessons call Judy Long at' 3891.
Classes from 7:00 to 10:00 a. m.
except Saturday.
LOST — Collie dog: 1 year old
female, white with yellow head
FOR SALE — 3,200 feet T.V.A.
"snow fence." Good ciondition.
Long Concrete Co.
FOR SALE — Portico .ri.eu
Sweet Potatoes.
John Hall York
Benton, Ky. Rte 1
B C. Brooks of Gilbertsrille
was in town Monday.
. L. A Braoley of Route 7 
was
a vsitor here Monday.
'I'. L. Collie of Route 4 was
among hose in toWn Monday.
Pressure and Cold Pack can-
ners, Fruit Jars, tops and rub-
bers, Heath Ildwe. and Turn.
Company.
Ky., Charles R. Dexter, Gilberts-
! ville. H A. 'Downs, Route 6, W.
L. Draffen, Route 7 and Mason
of Hardin were among those in
town Monday.
K,J•1 Stock Pea. Soy Beans, Millet
I Sorghum and Hybrd Seed Corn
at Heath Hdwe. and Furn. Co.
Mrs. Faye Gatlin of Route 2
was in Benton Monday shop-
ping.
Mrs. Travis Eheridge of Rte.
1 wsa a visitor in town Wed-
nesday
Paris Green, Arsenate of
Lead and Cryolite for your I
Bean Beetles. Heath Hdwe. and!
Furniture Company.
Don't forget our low
on Bedroom Suites, Sofa
Springs and Mattresses
Hdwe. and Furn. Co.
D. A. Lovett of Olive was
Benton Wednesday.
Mrs. Grace Lyles of Route
was a shopper in Benton
nesday.
0. to. Sin, of Toute 4
LIFE STARTS TODAY1
HOW DO TOO TM/
It Ls O.K.. To Tr,
LICI Vitamins • Tomes 01 I
Toasts • Diets and
Abdominal Supporta
•
•
Stager Georgia Gibbs is all ready for warm weather and her
summer show, with Dave Bose and his orchestra, as summer re-
placement for WLW-NBC's Eddie Cantor, starting Thursday, June
26 at 9:3* p.m., EAT.
L. E. Trevathan of Mayfield
was in Benton Wednesday on
busines.
Paul Nelson of Route 4 was
in town Wednesday.
Mrs. Clayton Lyles of Route
1 was in Benton Wednesday
shopping.
Hoes, rakes, garden plows.
and bulk gasden 'feed. Heath
Hdwe. and Furniture Co.
Jake Smith of Route3 was
a Wednesday visitor here. .
Vernon Walker of Route 6
was a visitor here Wednesday.
Homer C. Sins of Route 4
was in Benton busi-
ness.
busness.
Lee Eurd of Route 2 was ,a
Wednesday visitor here.
Joe E'. Downs of Paducah,
Route 4, was in Benton" Wed-
nesday on business.
25 & 50 ft. Lawn Hose. Heath
Hdwe. and Furn. Company.
Joe Bradley of Route 7 was
in Benton Monday on business.
Estil Overby of Route 2
v.-N a buiiri?ss visitor here
Tuesday.
F. C Baker of Hardn, Route
I. was in town Wednesday on
James W. Tapp of Hardin,
Route 1 was in town Tuesday.}Paul R. Wells of Gilbertsvill
was a visitor here Tuesday. 4.' 3
Frank and Ian Ervin of
din were among those who 'Of=
ited Benton on Wednesday.
J. E. Franklin of Route 4 was
visitor in Benton.
Bailey Hardware & Furniture Co.
"The Store For Everybody"
BENTON Telephone 3041 KENTUCKY
Power-tamped blocks with oval
cores, cured by steam. Concrete
Mixer for foundation and basement
work. Tile up to 36 inches.
End blocks, Sash blocks, Parti-
tion blocks.
Aquella Waterproofing
LONG CONCRETE COMPANY
Benton Kentucky
Remember them with Memorial
and all the Generations to come
will Remember them, too.
See
Jesse Collier
Benton, Kentucky
Representative for
Beasley Marble & Granite Co.
Paducah, Kentucky
WHY WHY
Do So Many People Buy tIRES From
ROBERTS MOTOR 0. CO.
IT MAY BE WORTH YOUR TIMEi TO INVESTIGATE
ROBERTS MOTOR & IMPLEMENT CO.
VAN ROBERTS
VERNON CHANDIkEE
REX SIRES!
Benton
ELDRIDGE DARNALL
C. R. FRANKLIN
C. WILSON
Kentucky
V. ••••-'
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P) Mary that late dear friend, pr.. and,
Monday: No Use shooting advisop.
that age old line, that it is blue were just about the sweetest
Dr. V. A. Stilley, Sr.,,
Monday and the wash, all 'done. thing of the whole evening.. .
You know it 'tis  Way bas I tried Ao think of what he
been a bad day for this ,whole might think or say if he knew
household and all concerned.... of the niernorial there in his
Ginger (the pet cat Of six honor. ' He'd probably .say.
Years) i's dead. .. Just plum 'twas no use in it, but all the
dead". is the sober report of time his heart happy over such
"New Boss" as he grieves his, a gallant. tribute. .... Dear,
baby heart out. .. ... I guess we  dear -old Doctor, he didn't real-
live. Live and learn, and the', 13, need them as a memorial
longer we live the more we He left that almost in .every,
learn about folks and factors household.' . .
and folks again.   Twas 
But the'
chimes are lovely and as
nasty thing for some one to dial imam" was a special -word of
try to "snuff" out the 'life of a' his in life, TT i respect ,it unto.
pet by poison. .... I'd rather! death. .. . I Mild not help
they would have shot 'her. Got rts I let my ey wander over
her out of the World quickly. the. crowd, miss others, that
As t'was she barely made iti bsed to be staunch pillars there
home.  1VIother instinct told,Late Dr. L. L. Washburn. Nene'
her, I suppose. it was aboutl
over 
y
 she 
ft' I 'failed to find Belle too
f h . .......
'three on their own. Orphans,r 
teas nice to see Mrs. Bob c,
saysi Waters, who. whispered t at
"poor pitifid orphan?'
she pokes food: shg reactS these ines. There
Miss Polly ac Lillian Hitchens 'the Pont N'el-
. down their by mouths. New'sons: the Ivory Adairs., looking
Boss begs for a, doctor for her'
as the end drew near. Gingezd 
good, despite
Bob Clark. is n
Just a cat. 'hit the disloyaltYi
of someone killed her. But , 
Herman 
I Kanatzar: then a nod of reg-place.
A twilight run over thru the' °"iti°n came 
from Mrs. FlOvd
Crouch • You'll forret viOur
ravine to that ele' neighbor,
manners and peep desnite your
Zela . (Brien) last evening!self and the John Nichols w re
brought back a .bit of home- behind me . +her-. Jack, Et r-
sickness to me. Lights shown idges Mrs. Mozelle Werner
brightly from the little white and new daughter. Mary -----
house with the bright green Yes, I was listening to the tier-
shutters as I waved to the nice'
folks therein.   Chatted men .... I
 had to smile, at Aunt
with the Briens awhile, notic-' Maude Bean 
.. t ere 'too was.
ing all the redoing Eimer has Mrs. Mrs. K
itty reason .. .1
been doing' to their pretty Alice Kather
ine Hietta whole'
home. Floors sanded and re-, bun,-.th of husk
y looking young-
finished to-a-tee. Spied their Fters names I 
didn't know, but
"gran's" .(Jerry Lynn Brien, need a lot of c
omplementing
age 8 weeks) picture taking on 'such lovely behea
vior
up a kit of space. He is slareet even Uncle Joe 
Minter was -list-
and a fair replicia of his young 'ming ver
y .attentively  yes,
dad, to me, "Master" Johns son. I was listening 
to the preacher
And to church to hear Bro. didn't he say "All . AMR
Williams conduct a very able churches of ou
r little town
sermon. Guess the chimes, needed a joint revival   aw'
years: Mrs.
e and friendly.
S'er WP' ; a-
cross the aisle. So was E(eittydisloyalty seldom gets you any
I.
Choose the oily car giving
BIG-CAR QUALITY
AT LOWEST COST
Satisfy your desires and save your dollars!
'Mink ef genie, Mee 11184Aft QUALITY you really wthel-=esed getting
lama prices Gad wills law cod if episodes and apkeepl
aellblacese at *laviegel Mars SZOdly what you get when yoe buy
• 0•11 1447 Cleavrolel—the oak car Orin 1104Alt QUALITY AT
101IVES1 COST—as is shown by lbe hollowing lads:
You get the Big-Car comfort of In Unitized Knee-
Action Glicling Mthe.-4eued only in Chevrolet
and bthr-Priced cars—and you get it
at substantial
savings in pur-
chase price,
operation and
upkeep,
:Ile wise! Keep your present car in sound running condition.
11ring Ito utter a scanner tune-up and for skilled, dependable
service al regetinr Iniervols. Cow im—kelloyf
CHEVROLET
.saruCh 1 t• estlitcti . 
A.:11. .t :.Irs. x ayden, Mrs. Elmer 1.
Brien . cionj ever' think
the church, by the Cliff Treas i I • wonder myself if he recog-
trio, as a living memorial to; nized this "Cie' Hardshell" 
i ya,i c n push yourself forward
cat . .a then- Ginger! I knoy:
now it ttake; a lot to be a
Preacher: a Doctor and a Moth-
er! Goodness yes I've play-
ed the role of all three today
I do very well as a, rya:abet-.
(God help me) but! 'well its:
a preacher or a Doctor ..... I'm
a coward I did try 'to ad-
' 1
ministeraacaster oil to the net
PS it struggled for .life . I did
hold "New Boss" head in my
hands, but believe me I was
a coward when he said "Do
you reckon we could pray!, j
This N' Tbat: Oh it's horse!
shoes and tons of them for thea
cousin. Gorden Ivey, who will I
celebrate a Ibirthday Saturday
,fhiqaaaal i+em ."aaraalreci. in!
the Ladies Home Journal 50
years ago: No matter how long
your gloves are. they should be
entirely rerawrd clurine sa-aa-
Swell readers: The Moi-
. bonnie- birth.-
days for 
Bolton'
ltonlittlor Miss Brenda
Bolton, who's birthday is this
very, very day. Happy birth-
day, Miss Brenda! God Made
time, but man made .haste
its a mystery to !Ix how a boy
can go straight -through a tub.
of suds and come out shinnine
dirty its birthday wishes
for Mrs. Avery Green, Mrs.
Clois Phillips, deli who will
pass another milestone of lift
The visitingthis week  
card reads: Mildred Kincaia
Mrs. Charles Lotten. M-s. M.
.L. Hodges, Mrs. Mormon F-'
ton, the 'B. "J. Ilarrsors. M--
Joe Walters, Mrs. Flora: -
You get the Big-Car beauty and
castioction of Body by Faber—found
bitty In Chevrolet and higher-,
priced cars—and you get it at
thwart prices, ;
You got the Big-Car safe.; of Fisher
Unisteel Body construction and Posi-
tive-Action Hydraulic Brakes—coma
bleed only In Chevrolet and higher-
priced cars—end you get it with
remarkably low maintenance costa
You got the Big-Car performance God
reliability of a Valve-in-Head Engine
—with the same yofv•-la-lerod
pried& featured kr higher-priced
can—and you pet Omen at rump.
tionally low cart for gas and oil
'BenPhillips Chevrolet Co.Kentucky
+' •
NOTES BY THE
COUNTY AGENT
Volume LX
N. CHURCH GROVE
•
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patang yourself on the back
mongst his flock!! But the f t
evening was especially nice • Enjoyed my cha and
the sermon has helped me
II coke (compliments of the Edi-
*a .
long all day maybe ..I ned: tc's) wit
h "Cherry" n evening
ed the encotirageing' words Of
 i .af. _last week and 'tis a-
Bro. Williams this day 
t,, tide I bit as pleasant to run these
me over the Monday's wash . 
lines to a ii.nish and dedicate
.hem to • these ,Three gracious,
the over the week end smudgy lovely sisters of mine. (Mrs.
house • the • right Words to V 
say to. .comfort this flock of 
an Cone. Mrs. Will Drafter',
' 
mine as theY grieve over the 
Mrs. Fred Hunt) who says I'd. 
better be 'mending instead of
death of their -lovely Persian , .
In this fal r.
. eatt r selection
and 'quality.
shall County for th
:.venty • 'years has pr'o
ome of the finest stay
in the country. . By sei
cutting of mature trees
atIprotection of ,the farm
land farmers can contin
roduce a quality Kock
supplement the farm inc
-
L
TWO SECTIONS
NUMBER
: es- to trainthey F',rt Kncx Mittat y
-for ervation. The camp is held in government:
past
uced
wood
ctive
, and!
'ood-
e to
t to I
me.
JARVIS - SMITH 
.
MARRIAGE MAY 17
The marriage of Miss Latho I
Jarvis, daiigheir of ,Mrs. Ida
Jarvis of Benton, Route 2, to
.john Hemp Sinth. son of Mrs. i
Sussie Smith. of Symsoni , Ky.
was solemnized On Sat rday, '
, May '17 at Mayfield, Ken ucky.
araling to Rabert Robert'
R. R:eer, Counly Forestry As-I,.
Ost-,,t. the recent decrease in
demand for white oak stave-'
wood - has resulted from a de-.
cline in liquor sales. Distillerst
of bonded liqUors. largest buy-
ers of white o,ak cooperage
have found the consumer' les
thirsty than they anticipated.
- Two local 'cooperage manu
facturers have stated that the4
believed the% market will . ope
-- a•--
Their only 
= attendants.,
Miss Opal Boyd and;
TOYE LEE BLAGG
TO ATTEND BOY'S RTA
Toye Lee Blagg, sn f Mr.
and Mrs. Jake Blagg. w s se-
lected by the Merit Cl thing
Company of Mayfield to Zysnd
the' American Legion
Camp to be held Juie 15 to
••••••• •••• •
.were
Jack
young
Gifts For
Fathers Day.
See
These
or
,,„<"'",•, %air .,I) A D
Electric Razors
Shaving Sets , Pipes
Tobacco
Nelsons Rexall Drug Store
Benton Kentucky
TD}ge=A" HOME FURNISHING STORE
4 
REPEATS A SENSATIONAL OFFER
Because of Its Wide Acclaim-aOur Customers Insisted We Cit
More So We Did
15 Months to Pay
Vvlorfr Cover — Full Coil Spring Constructed
10-PC.' VELOUR LIVING ROOM CRutiP
• Divan Makes Into Double Bed At Night---Big Modern Velour
2-Pc. High Quality Living Room Suite
/01S • Beautiful Velour Divan that Makes into Bed
Atm.
p 
• Matching Chair • Occasional Chair
ittC/i31)fli
• 2 Table Lamps • Coffee Table • Lamp Table
• End Table • Floor Lamp • Smoker 
- Shop and. compare—then you too will say "this is it," be
cause you not only get a complete living room outfit but one
of beauty and quality The 2-pc. velour suite is massive and cover
ed in hdndsome wine or blue velour—easily makes
into full bed and has quality spring construction. Too, you g
et 8 other charming pieces to complete a living room
you'll be proud to own—See it tomorrow.
SHOP AND COMPARE!
You Will Always Do Better
,
EASY TERMS
Quickly Arranged
In Only 5 Motes ,
PADUC:21111100DS
of
FLOOR or
BRIDGE
LAMP
in Bronze
or Ivory
Iteielmansms ken
219 FIRCIATIVLAY
MOM 4466
•
;
-
•
4
_ 
•
• . 
•
• 
s a • 'W° ••
• 
a' a •at--
•.2s,
••74: ' s • -- 4.•
PN
ek
-• • 
•
•
ZFis,
7s,
7
4)
I.
att, an-a- • a
7 •
BB Guns - Fishing supplies -, Eakiav Mekelley of Route 
5
Tricycles - Tennis Racquets &' was a business visitor 
in Ben-
balls - G. E. Electric Irons and • vrie
Electric supplies to wire your Mrs. Addie Ingram of 
Padu-
some complete. At the 10c cab. Route 4 was in Benton_ on
Store Tuesday.
- -
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ADVERTISING RATES
la Menionum and Obituaries • lc 
a
Card of Thanks 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Marshall County, One Year  
$1.00
Surrounding Counties, One Year 
Ost of State, One Year 
wer
trr 
THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT BENTON, KtNTUCKY
CHERRY GROVE
''i•-‘' We'rv -end passed
a lot of .activify arc ncl an 
-
•••• ••• -
,0.;;-.114..
47-74%
-;-174
4,7,,;174
e
Mra. Ruoy Combs and &ugh- a 
..y Nell and Lucille_
. this S. : Jab Harris arid family.'
..taturday attei noon, carry'. rig , • 
„ 
•va, ia. rq 
Washington. D. e,
Mar-
services. 
my, guests to and from chtitch a OF
- 
KENTUCKY, DEPARTMENT C:'''o.rnlbsi;-tann-ci 
ItoltrhearndreMlartsiv. 
relatives, shall 
A il sahreall visiting ranela
dtivpesaduinigea.
-- 
- 
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- 'Creek ,OF HIGHWAYS
inch fi Ise Beginnin Thurs-
Baptists. atte'si. ed immin NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
'
. . d v.n at the wa 
_
Sealed bids will Le rece,ved 0
it ' th, Old Soldier Creek
E iwdens from Paducah
with
S rl
-this .
• ,•'.t.•11 .12. we had the Mrs.
the Deparrmkt• ' Hi -hwavs a'
tga •
owden. Mrs. A. M.Mrs. that the State Highway De 
until-10:00 A. M , Stan-
its office, ,Fi•ankf • t, Kentucky. °atur ....tetnoon. and we •the motl 4 rly friend of learned at the , bridgeecros. mg •
.?ohnson of Mayfield.
a , new name which was pri
merit had given the old e
' Douglas owden says, "All you 
a-rate a ut the wedding on the bridee pot at the,
tale hut you should have, told
wile the
-4wea is.
' atn •Cha
Briens
word
and her
50e a' W.
Chandler
when El
air!, so
has h
friends in Marshall County.
gene Friday -afternoen. this Scribe
had Mr. and Mrs Leslie Brown
of MediSonville'S•for their Week
end g•rersc Ma Brown .related
a very interesting story — a
true story, however. His grand
father, Lathe Brown, Was Jail-
er of Hopkins County in '86
and on till '94. and 44. story
goes that the old court house
yard was fenced. Jailer Brown Yes, we met MrS
had his cow on the outside, the' Lyles at the Tiihune of
stock-jaw unheard of then. The of last week. Mrs
calf got in the "court house: clliavYes in the Brewers vi
yard. Tlim a hog-den was and was viaiting her
ioined on one side of the yard Ralph and Ray Lyles Of
retiree, making it only necessary that day.
a- build 3 sides to his hog-pen. Mrs. Jamie Smith of Padu-
,
reserved to reject any and all;
The Jailer's office did not PaY cah was the cuest of the Grove 
buds 1
off any too well, but think of
over the week end. Indeed. i•
how that Jailer in those daysi
NOTICE!
REAL ESTATE WANTED
AND FOR SALE
3 acres, 10-room, 4-apartment house, large hall up-
stairs, large front porch, steeping porch, large yard,
4-car garage, 4 sinks, 1 bathroom. Right in Calvert
City. Priced to sell.
80 acres, all ridge land, 3 room house, two porches,
200 yards from Ky. Lake. 2 miles from new TVA
Road to Little Bear Creek Club Site, gockl outbuildings
orchard, 1.4 acre dark-fired tobacco base, 5 acre air-
cured tobacco base.
80 acres, all ridge land, 4 room house, 1 porch. Joins
TVA Land. 5 miles from new TVA Road to Little Bear
Creek Club Site, just a few yards from Ky. Lake.
102 acres, two dwellings, one 6 room house, one 2
room box house, good stock barn, other outbuildings,
2 wells. 2 -1,-terns, 40 -acres good creek bottom land,
1-0 acres tirrber. balance hill land. Electricity available.
Located one-half mile off highway 68, between Palma
and Sharpe. Can't be beat.
65 acres, all ridge land, 8 or 10 acres of good timber,
house with 3 rooms down, 2 up un-finished, large
screened-in back porch, cistern on back porch, good
garden, telephone, orchard, brooder house, large hen-
house, corn-crib with shed, some new fences. Located
about 5 miles from Benton off of Mayfield Highway
— See Joe Franklin
Benton Kentucky
bride was. So. the an
she was Miss Eliza
ter. her mother wa
urg girl. a Miss Noles
ether, R. M or R W.
'Chandler. They, the
moved to Paducah
zabeth was a little
e is a Paducahan, but
st of relatives, and 
made it pay him in fencing
and pasturage. Those were the
S e e
trance. • The new name
I
"Guess"-. This stream has h."'
the name of Soldinr Creal• ^-,
rt.
eek
tf'4
War.o  IA would
for thks name ta go on
post instrad of the one
department has seen fit to
there on Why remove the
Land Mark? ,
This Scribe, met at th4
bone office a day of last
"-- N Ch••••-b 1. -ore W
We saw h:•r nee-
• • I-4 her aal—a
eerianaes. •
the -office force wants a • •
at' ahe two of ea ta stialt
the office some place. Ir
re The only time thl_a .
has had a piete-e
caught and can't re-ka
away.
'like
tea
this
lace
Old'
‘' c;'
Money to t
IV. +.;hes, Pisto s,
Nv--,hing-
gerators, Tvnewr
3
lnythin2.- of ValuP.
:- .1
Merchandise.
Bornains Frern Day.
RICKMAN'S JEWELRY & LO
AN
COMPANY
Tr I; . e speeial provisions for © Paducah 206 Broadwa
y Ky.
eek highway projeets financed with 0
'Itaa fed- r!1 AN -tun& apply on OM.:))00©©®©0©CX
Y§X)©©©•50000
an•-! the • ajectii 1..aed above. I. 
attenta ^. of prospective
'-idcl.rs as cal' n1 to the pre-1 DAY...
; • • r aquirements and ,
i;)r securing certifi-I
^ rrli-.1hlity, the speCial'
--onisions covering subletting
r'' assigning the contract and
• the r -nt's regulations
which • hibi. the issuance of
_ proposals -, 4`er 4:00 P. M. on
the day preceling the opening
of bids.
a.c.-a
Further information, biddineinntv
proposals, et cetra, will be fur-
sons,
nished upo7 application to theMon
. Frankfort Office. The right isi
•
June, 1947, at Mach ri a • i ,.-, - ,.0.
dard Time on the 2001 d 3y r_f
vrill be publicly orent-r -1 'au' -i g
read for the 'irrieroverrient c‘ g;
Marshall County, F 161(8). Sr) 1;fs,
/9-313, 9-73. 79A33 ,r Pala- t .
cah-Cadiz Road, begirMin4 at -,
present US 68, 1 1;42 mile north ;:z
of Briensburg arid extending '...:a'
via Briensburg td • Fairdealing,
- a- d• tance of 7.875 miles. Grade in
.1dra' and traffic bound sur- g
lac . •
'was a pleasant surprise to see
I her sittine in her own . front
lood old days before people 
yard at her old home Sailurday
afternoon. Mr. and Mrs. 'Harlan
knew about a germ. abaceria
r even a termite. 
Staples now occupy the Mrs.
, 
For our Sunday dinner, we 
Smith residence in the Grove,
had Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Brown„
Mr. and Mrs. A. -J. sm4i vis-
I son and wife. Mr and' 
ited with this Scribe a rra rning 
" •Pi : . 
f last week. A. J. lwaya
Mr ," P. G. Brown. Mr. and Mrs
I S •T Rudd, me. -and Mrs. • G.
/ L Hamilton, and the only sis,
armies to see the hog that
move out -froin this , ran h fn.-
Mr. J. K Smth. 
" 'he market yards. His i
g$-turday night. Elder J. T. has been
 farm work. oo
spent the night 7th good homesand , was.i .  time interested ' in onultFrfnson 
USI •
r farm was known then th.riday evening. Mr. and Mrs. out .the state and ad
Chine Hunt' visited with us a
few hours.
'Ws. Oswald Craft of' Fulton FaMrmrs.  Aaron IveY 1'1 f
states as the Brown L
ettenne church services at Sol- Sunday ging'. Ina- -ran--
attended Church services at Sol-
day. ', 1 1
Mast Joe Duke of Benton was 
'
WEST KENTUCKY'S EXCLUSIVE
Marine Supply House
Boats-Motors-Cruisers
Accessories, Marine Hardware
Paints-Oils-Grease
Life Preservers, Safety Motor Chains, Gas
Cans, Seat Cushions, Trailers, Oar Lock,
Base-cleats and General
Marine Hardware.
Motor & Boat Repair Work By
Experienced Factory Mechanic
West Kentucky Boat &
Motor Company
Distributors - Dealers
1056-58 South Wilford Street
Mayfield Kentuelisr,1
DEPARTMENT OF
HIGHWAYS
Frankfort, Kentucky
May, 29, 1947,
STOPS
CHILLS
666 for Malarial SymproottFEVER
no. o•••• . you CUrtINE
Pis g. a ,fi.malar.a 1
1 ctfAr *int t KENTUCKY
ChfiCK from
nu eh- HATCHERY
inine OP WI- frea
6suariaa above "UZ.t./:. room"
14 MAW elwah. Al.
%maw
•Steed Albs
r -e•• "or
• Yr,.
-
Y
:MO01 I'
tr../ 111.1.11 OILSS
OLO "1•0".;': 
• 1
Yes, your lifeline is over a quarter of a
million miles long ... for that is approxi-
mately the number of miles of Main line
railroad track in the United States. Over
this vast steel network flow the r the
clothing, the hundreds of things wa take
for granted in our day-to-day living.
Railroads are the backbone of our trans.
T. R ',PAN CO.
a.ti -on. Diamon.ds,
Guns, Sewing Ma-
Refri-
if-l•-, Radios and
ALL WHITE.:.for ALL
7
RANGER SPORTS
'OXFORD
It's on the
-01
Duty-bound' Pleasure rented')
some when you wec• 'hest.
heoven4-ccmfortoble
eSS121.11)s
deemed
Incorporated
Paducah Kentucky
portation system ...the cornerstone of
American industry and commerce.
For over a centry the N. C. 8s St L
has been one of the vital lifelines of the
South... providing efficient, dependable
freight and passenger services.., always
an active partner in community progress
and development
THE NASHVILLE, CHATTANOOGA & ST. LOUIS RV.
-a
•
•
• 1:•.-4-4e
•
•
•
4
•
I
•"•••-•.a -
•
1
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Cole
of Benton. Route 1, announce I
the marriage of their daughter,i
Reva. to James Marion Mathis
on Saturday evening, May 24th. I
The -double ring ceremony was
read by the Rev. Edgar Siress
at his home in Brewers, Ky.
The attendants were „Miss
Henri Jo Burnett and Raymond
Burd.
The bride wore an acqua
ciepe dress with black access-
*
and a corsage of pink
uds.
/ Miss Burnett was attired in
a pink street dress with white
accessories and a corsage of
rosebuds.
The bride is a graduate of
Brewers High School, attended
Murray .State College, and
taught in the Marshall County
schools for two years.
The groom is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Oather Mathis of
Benton, Route 2. He is a grad-
uate of Brewers High School
and served in the U. S .Army
for thirty-four months, twenty-
two months overseas.
Truie Wyatt
et Benton. R^ute 5. announce
the mareilge of their daughter.
Ruth. to Howard Ivey on Wed-
nesday evening. June 4th. The
single ring ceremony was read
by the Rev. John T. Dougherty
at his home in Benton ,Ky.
The only attendants were Mr
and Mrs. Bob Cone.
The bride wore an acqua
suit with black accessories and
a corsage of pink rosebuds.
Mrs. Cone wore a blue street
dress with white accessories
and a cnrsaze of pink rosebuds.
The bride was a memb‘%r of
the 1947 graduating clacs of
Benton High Sehool.p
The groom is the .on of Mr
and Mrs. Curtis.Ivev of Benton
Route 1. He is a graduate of
Brewers High S,-1.4-snl and at-
tended Murray St,te Coiled°
He is emnloyed in Detroit.
Michigan, where they will re-
side.
Miss Louise " Sins spent the
st week in Floridia.
• No other home conve-
nience will !five you more
help and pleasure, at such
low cost Plenty of clean,
hoc water on tap always...
and at the right tempera-
ture. Come in. See it today.
• T•asperature just right.
• No "water-haat*, rust."
• Cloan and safe
• No llamas. no soot.
• No coal to shovel.
Only Frigidaire has llso
"Rartiartobe"Heating Unit
THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT BENTON, XENTIICKY
rj THE WHOLE FAMILY
TO BENTON EACH
Sponsored By V.F.W. And Benton Merchants
Phillips Chevrolet Company
Western Auto Asso. Store
Cornwell's Cut Rate Store
Sledd Texaco Station
Nelson Rexall Drugs
Butler's Grocery
Marshall County Service Station
Emerine & Malin Sport Center
Peerless Cleaners
The Merchants are show-
ing their appreciation for
your purchases.
Hutchens Bar-B-Q & Ice cream
Henderson & O'Daniel
p-x Service Station & Lunch Room
Kinney Motor Company
Benton Coffee Shoppe
st!tesatsrssistSIMAKitigtorM",
111111131111-DlillOCZAT INENTON, gENTUCKY
MARTHA JEAN STAGNER'S
ESSAY ON DAVIS WINS
MST IN UDC CONTEST
The J. N. Williams _Chapter
if he United Daughters of the
Confederacy of Murray offered
prizes to the school children
of the Murray schools for the
most excellent essay on a Con
federate subject. The essays
were turned over to a cons.
rnittee and last week the prize
winners were announced.
The subject chose was "A
Biography of Jefferson Davis"!
and four prizes' have been a-!
warded to the following junior'
high school students: Marthaj
Jean Stagner, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. B. J. Stagner, first
prize of $5.00: Mary Frances
Williams, second prize of four
dollars, and Frank Wilson' and
Thomas Lee Hopkins received
prizes of $3.00 each,
The winning essay was chos-
en for its original style, the
interesting opening and cdosing
paragraphs and for its neatness.
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These prizes will be awarded
each ye r for. essays from Mur-
ray stu ents.
The tirst prize essay follows:
Jefferson Davis -
In the years of 1808, less
than 70 miles from Murray,
Kentucky. Jefferson Davis was
born in the home of Mr. and
!
Mrs. Samuel Davis. When he
was two years old, his family
moved to the slave state of
Mississippi.
Davis received a good edu-
cation in the academies of Miss-
issippi and Kentucky. While
studying at the Transylvania
University at Lexington, Ky.,
he secured _anappoinment to
the military academy at West
Point, from which he gradu-
ated in 1828.
After his graduation from
West Point. he served as an
Army officer at the military
post of Prairie Du Chien, Wis.
During the Black Hawk War,
(1831-32), Days served as an
officer in the regular army.
Tiring of army life in 1835.
Davis resigned his commission
and returned to his old home
n Warren County. Miss. He be-
came a plantation owner and
acquired considerable wealth,
before he began his political
career as a Democratic member
of Congress. When Davis made
his first speech in Congress,
John Quincy Adams is said to
have remarked. "That young
man will yet Make his mark in
American! history."
With trig outbrtak of the
Mexican War in 1846. Davis
resigned to become a colonel of
Mississippi Volunteers. He was
severely wounded in the battle
of Buena Vista. --- -
After the Mexican War, he
was sent by Mississippi to the
United States Senate, where he
rose to the position of leader
held by Lthe aged Calhoun. He
resigned in 1851 to become an
unsuccessful candidate for the
governorship of Mississippi. In
1853 he became Secretary of
War under President Franklin
Pierce. He improved the na-
.tion's military equipment and
enlarged the army, which later
was to be used aganst his be-
loved southern states. At the
expiration of President Pierce's
term, Davis returned to the
United States Senate where he
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continued to serve until his
state left the Union. When
Mississippi left the Union, he
bade his associates fartwell in
a speech of exceptional power
on February 9, 1861, fi oci • left
Washington.
Davis hoped to becorne corn-
mander of Confederate forces in
the field,' but instead he was
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Mrs. B. J. Stagner, ,the for-
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was given
a thW hifnigictounit. FISHING ON THE S
ABBATH
task. ills people had 4 &my,
no navy, and limited tesources:
he must provide all three. For
a time it seemed he Might be
successful and the Confederacy:
would become one of the tam-,
ily of nations. His people were
united in thought and feeling,
and at first Davis' administra- 1
tion was highly popular. But
as time brought miltary ' re-
verses, criticism began. But in
_spite of the critcism. Davis con-
tinued to work with . Zeal and
energy for the Southtrn cause.
1 and on the whole, he made a
' few blunders. Even' 'after re-
sources became less :, and less,
and the struggle was hopeless,
he was still unwilling to give
up. In his last message, March
13, 1865. he declary that in
spite of reverses, suOess might
yet be secured. In lets than '30
days, General Lee
at Appomattox Cou
and in a short time
rrendered
t Houses,
President
Davis was captured by United
State3 troops near Irwinsville,
Georgia. w-I.111/11It
Davis was imprisioned at
Fortress Monrose, and hi:* suf-
ferings there arose he sympa-
thiesl of the southern people.
The grand jury of ihe District
of Columbia indiete0 him for
treason. He lay, in prison for
about two years' without being
brought to trial. He vas releas-
ed on bail, Horace ibreely 4nd
other prominent northermen be-
coming his ,i bondsmep. After he
regained his freedorh, he jour-
neyed to Canada and Europe
to try to regain his !health. Up-
on his retnrn to ;the United
States, he tried to etrieve his
broken fortunes, bqt his busi-
ness ventures provrei failures.
In 1878,, he retired from active
life. The rest of his days were
spent in writing his book,
"The Rise and Falle the Con-
federate 0oVernment." He died
in New Orleans in *389, but his
body' was removed tio the ,Holly
Wood Cemetery, Rillimond. Va.
A monument now stands in
Richmond with the i inscription,
"Jefferson Davis thp first and
only president of he Confed-i
crate States of Arperica." An-:
other stands in memory of his:
daughter "Winnie 'Davis the'
Daughter of the Clonfederacy."
•
Some say there is no sin
 t,) Q.)
go fishing on the 
Sabbath, C
some say that it is a sin, 
others ©
say that they will not say 
that 0
it is or is not.
I believe every person 
shoal
take a stand for or against 
fish- • ;7_,.
ing on the Sabbath Day or 
des-
ecrating it in anyother way
especially those who belong to
the church, Ministers, Christians
and Hypocrites. For no person
 ,
should bring a reproach upon
his church or be a stumbling 
,
block for any one.
Jesus said "either make the
I tree good and his fruit good
1 or else make the tree corrun
t
I and his fruit corrupt for the
tree is known by his fruit"
Matt: 12 - 23.
Also no man can . serve two
Masters for either .he will hate
the one and love the other or 
;'s..•,1,:ss.•
else he will hold to the one
and despise the other, ye can ••?7,3.,..
not serve God and Mammon") -- -
Matt: 6 - 24.
Why . keep the SObbath Day,
Holy, anyway? Because it was
made for man's benefit. spirit-
ual, mental and phYsical.
What was man made for? T
glorify God with his daily liv-
ing. For God made man • in
His own likeness and gave,
him a soul:. also gave some
commandments whereby If liv-
ed through love, man will be
happy in his life and in the
life to come. Practical, pro-
gressive Christians have no
tme to desecrate the Sabbath
Day any way — if ministers
prepare a real spiritual ser-
mon, one that will inspire his
listners to do the highest and
noblest thing in life, that is:
'helping to build christian faith'
this wIl take time for prayer
study and consecrator).
Then as the listeners go
from the church service fed
on the 'Bread of Life' with a
desire to help build this 'chris-'
tian faith', we wll be busy 'go-
ing about doing good' as Jesus
did. Then we would have no
l time to desecrate the Sabbathin any way.
Are we in love with God and
righteousness to the extent that
we do God's will — not ours?
Or, are we letting the things of
this world choke our spiritual
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NEXT time you see a new Hudson, don't miss the
high spot of the show!
Of course you'll notice Hudson's sparkling colo
r and
the trim lines .that just naturally invite you to ride.
But once you take the wheel of a Hudson, you'll f
ind
there's much more than meets the eye.
There's a Super-Six or Super-Eight engine that id
les
you along or shoots you ahead like a rocket! There
's
smooth sailing over any road and over any distance.
Your Hudson dealer is ready to show you the great
featursh described at the right, which are all yours, but
only in Hudson. The sooner you see us, the quicker you
can take the wheel of your own Hudson.
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